Section 1: Building Construction

===== Friday, May 1, 2020 =====

** CLIFTON FORGE, VA **  
Due: 5/1/2020 02:00 PM  
Bin(s): RK33  
Addendum(s): #1  
JOB: REPLACING SCHOOL / MILL ROOF - CLIFTON FORGE SCHOOL OF THE ARTS - 518 CHURCH STREET

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS: REPLACE APPROXIMATELY 14,300 SF OF 26 GAUG METAL ROOF; FURNISH AND INSTALL FOUR 3’ X 3’ CUPOLAS ON THE MILL ROOF; FURNISH AND INSTALL FOUR - FANS AND DAMPERS FOR EACH CUPOLAS

OWNER: CLIFTON FORGE SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 518 CHURCH STREET, PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/17/2020 10:00 AM CLIFTON FORGE, VA 24422 OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: ROBERT C LITTLETON (540) 968-0293 OR Littletonand assc@aol.com OR TROY COTTRELL AT cfsota@lumos.net

BIDDERS:
- CENVAR ROOFING P: (434)841-8898 493 CROWELL LANE, LYNCHBURG, VA 24502
- CRAFTSMAN ROOFING P: (434)845-1523 F: (434)845-6953 4728 SOUTH AMHERST HIGHWAY, MADISON HEIGHTS, VA 24572
- JOHN T MORGAN ROOFING P: (540)342-7498 F: (540)345-2959 P O BOX 1286, ROANOKE, VA 24016
- MOUNTAIN ROOFING, INC. P: (540)342-9901 F: (540)342-7409 501 SHENANDOAH AVENUE, NE, ROANOKE, VA 24016
- SERVICE ROOFING P: (276)638-2493 F: (276)638-6003 P O BOX 791, MARTINSVILLE, VA 2411

** GOOCHLAND CO, VA **  
Due: 5/1/2020 03:00 PM  
Addendum(s): #1

JOB: #2020-05 TREASURER / COMMISSIONER OF REVENUE’S OFFICE RENOVATIONS

SCOPE: THE WORK INCLUDES THE RENOVATION OF APPROXIMATELY 4,500 SF OF THE EAST SIDE OF THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING. THE EXISTING AREA IS CURRENTLY OCCUPIED BY THE TREASURERS OFFICE WITH SOME AREA BEING VACANT. THE PROJECT INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, INTERIOR WALL / FINISH, NEW FINISHES, INTERIOR DOORS AND FRAMES, ACOUSTICAL TILE CEILINGS, LIGHTING, ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL SYSTEMS, PLUMBING, METAL STUD / GYPSUM WALL BOARD PARTITIONS, MASONRY, INTERIOR PAINTING, AND WINDOW TREATMENT.

ARCHITECTS: HBA ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR DESIGN P: (757)490-9048 F: (757)490-7081 ONE COLUMBUS CENTER, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23462

OWNER: GOOCHLAND COUNTY, COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR P: (804)556-5802 F: (804)556-5676 1800 SANDY HOOK ROAD ROOM 250, GOOCHLAND, VA 23063

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION RELATING TO THIS IFB TO: WANDA ST. P. TORMEY, PURCHASING DIRECTOR

PHONE: (804) 556-5802; FAX: (804) 556-5676

BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE ON EVA.
www.eva.virginia.gov DEADLINE FOR QUESTIONS IS 4/14/20 AT 12:00 PM (NOON)

===== Monday, May 4, 2020 =====

** BLACKSBURG, VA **  
Due: 5/4/2020 02:00 PM  
Bin(s): RK108  
Addendum(s): #1 #2

JOB: #0060520 BURRELL HALL (0176) TUNNEL TOP REPAIR

SCOPE: THE BASE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE REPAIRING OF AN EXISTING STEAM TUNNEL TOP AND TWO STEAM MANHOLES

ENGINEERS: DEWBERRY ENGINEERS 9300 HARRIS CORNERS PARKWAY STE 220, CHARLOTTE, NC 28269

OWNER: VPI & SU PURCHASING DEPT P: (540)231-6221 F: (540)231-9628 270 SOUTHGATE CENTER (0333), BLACKSBURG, VA 24060

OTHER INFORMATION: CUTOFF DATE FOR PRE-BID QUESTIONS WILL BE 4/13/20 AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS.

BurrTtop 7Y6f8@j4!

** CHRISTIANSBURG, VA **  
Due: 5/4/2020

JOB: ROANOKE STREET AT 460 BYPASS - PEDESTRIAN SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS - PROPOSAL

- FIND OUT ABOUT THE PROJECT

SCOPE: THE PROPOSAL IS TO CONSTRUCT A 5-FOOT WIDE SIDEWALK, CURB AND GUTTER, SAFETY LIGHTING AND CROSSWALK SIGNALS FROM THE SIDEWALK OF THE FALLING BRANCH INTERSECTION TO HUBBLE DRIVE OPPOSITE THE PARK AND AND RIDE OWNER: TOWN OF CHRISTIANSBURG, TOWN MANAGER P: (540)382-6128 F: (540)382-7338 100 EAST MAIN STREET, CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS TO: WAYNE NELSON, PE, DIRECTOR (540) 382-6120 OR EMAIL TO: wnelson@christiansburg.org

===== Tuesday, May 5, 2020 =====

** LYNCHBURG, VA **  
Due: 5/5/2020 03:00 PM  
Bin(s): RK109  
Addendum(s): #1

JOB: #2020-024 FAIRVIEW NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER RENOVATION

SCOPE: THE PROJECT INCLUDES INTERIOR RENOVATIONS TO THE FAIRVIEW NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER ( 3621 CAMPBELL AVE, LYNCHBURG). THERE ARE 3 ALTERNATES TO THIS PROJECT WHICH MAY BE CONSIDERED BASED ON FUNDING. DETAILS ARE LISTED ON THE T1 DRAWING"ALTERNATE SUMMARY".

OWNER: CITY OF LYNCHBURG, OFFICE OF BUDGET & PROCUREMENT P: (434)382-6128 F: (434)382-7338 100 EAST MAIN STREET, CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS TO: MELISSA TILLMAN, director (540) 382-6120 OR EMAIL TO: mtillman@lynchburgva.gov

FAX: (434) 845-0711 OR EMAIL TO melissa.tillman@lynchburgva.gov AND MUST BE RECEIVED BY 1:00 PM ON 4/27/20.

TO REQUEST A SITE VISIT CONTACT: HOWARD COVEY AT (434) 444-2997
**PETERSBURG, VA **  
Due: 5/5/2020 02:30 PM.  
Bin(s): RK39  
Addendum(s): #1, #2, #3  

**JOB: #20-0022 DEMOLITION OF PROPERTY - 38 S UNION STREET AND 42 S UNION STREET**

SCOPE: DEMOLITION SHALL INCLUDE THE COMPLETE REMOVAL OF EXISTING BUILDINGS, FOUNDATIONS AND BASEMENT FLOOR/SLAB BUT LEAVE SOME DEBRIS. THE REMAINING DEBRIS SHALL BE MADE OF NONORGANIC FILL WHICH CAN BE MATERIALS FROM THE SITE (BRICK AND/OR CONCRETE) TO FILL IN THE BASEMENT AND CREATE A FLATE SITE TO STABILIZE THE SIDEWALK UNTIL THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PARKING DECK CAN COMMENCE.

OWNER: CITY OF PETERSBURG, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT  
P: (804)733-2345  
F: (804)733-2434  
103 WEST TABB STREET, PETERSBURG, VA 23803

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 3/12/2020 02:30 PM  -- Mandatory

OTHER INFORMATION: PROJECT CONTACT: LISA M SCOTT, PURCHASING SPECIALIST  
(804) 431-5085.

SUBMIT QUESTIONS IN WRITING  BY 3/19/20 AT 12:00 PM (NOON) TO purchasing@petersburg-va.org

**SCOTT CO, VA **  
Due: 5/5/2020 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK13  
Addendum(s): #1, #2

**JOB: NICKELSVILLE WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT IMPROVEMENTS**

SCOPE: THE PROJECT CONSISTS OF REPLACEMENT OF THE EXISTING UV DISINFECTION SYSTEM, AND INSTALLATION OF ASSOCIATED APPURTENANCES.

ENGINEERS: THE LANE GROUP  
P: (276)523-3771  
F: (276)523-3568  
316 EAST FIFTH STREET, SOUTH, BIG STONE GAP, VA 24219

OWNER: SCOTT COUNTY PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY  
P O BOX 2236, WEBER CITY, VA 24290

OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT AT THE LANE GROUP:
JEN CARTER  
EMAIL: jcarter@thelanegroupinc.com  
PHONE: (276) 523-3771

**ST PAUL, VA **  
Due: 5/5/2020 02:00 PM.

**JOB: DOOR, WINDOW, AND FENCE REPLACEMENT**

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS WINDOW, DOOR AND FENCE REPLACEMENTS AT FOUR SEPARATE APARTMENT LOCATIONS, INCIDENTAL INTERIOR WORK IS REQUIRED:
- CLINCHVIEW APARTMENTS - ST PAUL
- LITCHFIELD MANOR APARTMENTS - COEBURN
- MONTE VISTA APARTMENTS - BIG STONE GAP
- RIDGEVIEW APARTMENTS - APPALACHIA

ENGINEERS: THE LANE GROUP  
P: (276)206-8571  
310  VALLEY STREET NW, ABINGDON, VA 24210

OWNER: WISE COUNTY REDEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING AUTHORITY  
P: (276)395-6104  
F: (276)395-5874  
107 LITCHFIELD STREET NW, COEBURN, VA 24230

==== Thursday, May 7, 2020 ====

**BLACKSBURG, VA **  
Due: 5/7/2020 03:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK113/114  
Addendum(s): #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8

**JOB: #206-L00050-002 RENOVATE FIRST FLOOR DIETRICK HALL AND PLAZA**


TRADES INCLUDED: SELECTIVE DEMOLITION, ASBESTOS ABATEMENT, DISTURBANCE OF LEAD-CONTAINING PAINT, CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE, LANDSCAPE PRECAST CONCRETE, HYDRAULIC CEMENT UNDERLAYMENT, CONCRETE UNIT MASONRY, HOKIE STONE MASONRY, STRUCTURAL STEEL FRAMING, METAL FABRICATIONS, PIPE AND TUBE RAILINGS, DECORATIVE METAL, MISCELLANEOUS RUSTIC CARPENTRY, INTERIOR FINISH CARPENTRY, PLASTIC-LAMINATE-CLAD CASWORK AND CABINETS, THERMAL INSULATION, FLUID-APPLIED MEMBRANE AIR BARRIERS, PENETRATION FIRESTOPPING, JOINT SEALANTS, INTERIOR EXPANSION JOINT COVER ASSEMBLIES, HOLLOW METAL DOORS AND FRAMES, FLUSH WOOD DOORS, ACCESS DOORS AND FRAMES, ALUMINUM-FRAMED ENTRANCES AND STOREFRONTS, ALL-GLASS VESTIBULES, DOOR HARDWARE, AUTOMATIC DOOR OPERATORS, GLAZING, GYPSUM BOARD SHAFT WALL ASSEMBLIES, NON-STRUCTURAL METAL FRAMING, GYPSUM VENEER PLASTERING, GYPSUM BOARD, CERAMIC TILING, ACOUSTICAL PANEL CEILINGS, ACOUSTICAL TILE CEILINGS, RIGID-SHEET VINYL WALL COVERINGS, SOUND-ABSORBING CEILING UNITS, INTERIOR PAINTING, HIGH PERFORMANCE COATINGS, PRINTED GRAPHIC WALL COVERINGS, METAL FABRIC SECURITY GRILLE, TOILET, BATH AND LAUNDRY ACCESSORIES, FIRE PROTECTION CABINETS, FIRE EXTINGUISHERS, EXTERIOR SUN CONTROL DEVICES, FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT, FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT CUTSHEETS (NOT INCLUDED IN PROJECT MANUAL), QUARTZ AGGLOMERATE COUNTERTOPS, ENTRANCE FLOOR GRILLES, FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS, MEP, INFRASTRUCTURE FOR BUILDING TELECOM CABLING SYSTEM, ACCESS POINT MOUNTING SOLUTIONS AND ENCLOSURES, FIRE DETECTION AND ALARM SYSTEM, SITE CLEARING, EARTH MOVING (CIVIL), EXCAVATION SUPPORT AND PROTECTION, CONCRETE PAVING, CONCRETE PAVING JOINT SEALANTS, UNIT PAVING, TACTILE WARNING SURFACING, SITE FURNISHINGS, SOIL PROFILE REBUILDING, TURF AND GRASSES, PLANTS, STORMWATER CONVEYANCE, SUBDRAINAGE.

ARCHITECTS: HANBURY EVANS NEWILL VLATTAS AND COMPANY  
P: (757)321-9600  
F: (757)321-9601  
120 ATLANTIC STREET, NORFOLK, VA 23510

OWNER: VPI & SU, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT  
P: (540)231-7852  
F: (540)231-9628  
270 SOUTHGATE CENTER (0333), BLACKSBURG, VA 24061

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 3/13/2020 03:00 PM

BIDDERS:
- CHARLES PERRY PARTNERS INC  
P: (434)534-1957  
11 OB DUNCRAIG DRIVE  
UNIT B, LYNCHBURG, VA 24502

- DCI/SHIRES, INC.  
P: (304)323-1996  
F: (304)323-3037  
2980 BIG LAUREL HIGHWAY, BLUEFIELD, WV 24701

- EXTREME CONCRETE AND CONSTRUCTION, INC.  
P: (540)988-6101  
P O BOX 2867, RADFORD, VA 24143

- F & S BUILDING INNOVATIONS, INC.  
P: (540)985-9160  
F: (540)985-9166  
2944 ORANGE AVENUE, NE, ROANOKE, VA 24012

- SRC, INC.  
P: (804)355-6454  
F: (804)355-4637  
5711 GREENDALE ROAD, RICHMOND, VA 23228

- THOR, INC.  
P: (540)563-0567  
F: (540)563-0577  
PO BOX 13127, ROANOKE, VA 24031
** SALEM, VA **   Due: 5/7/2020 03:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK167  Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #2020-024 (DBGB-2018-012) DOWNTOWN INFORMATIONAL KIOSK **

SCOPE: THE KIOSK IS TO BE CONSTRUCTED IN THE AREA IN FRONT OF THE LIBRARY. A BRICK FLOWER BED MUST BE DEMOLISHED. IT IS AN UNMANNED STRUCTURE THAT WELCOMES AND INFORMS VISITORS TO THE EVENTS IN SALEM. THE EIGHT-SIDED STRUCTURE WITH AN EIGHT-SIDED HIP ROOF CAN DISPLAY INFORMATION AT ALL EIGHT SIDES. EACH DISPLAY AREA HAS A WINDOW FOR THE DISPLAY OF MATERIAL. ONE WINDOW HAS A MONITOR. ONE WINDOW WILL CONTAIN A BULLETIN BOARD. THE KIOSK IS A WOOD FRAME CONSTRUCTION WITH PAINTED WOOD AND MDO FINISH MATERIAL ON THE SIDES AND A METAL ROOF (NOT COMPOSITION SHINGLE ROOF AS SHOWN IN THE PLANS). THE ELECTRIC POWER, LIGHTING AND FIBER IS INCLUDED AS WELL AS A SPEAKER SYSTEM.

ARCHITECTS: HILL-STUDIOS OF ROANOKE  P: (540)342-5263  F: (540)345-5625  P.O. BOX 1204, ROANOKE, VA 24006

OWNER: CITY OF SALEM, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT  P: (540)375-3063  F: (540)375-4057  114 NORTH BROAD STREET, SALEM, VA 24153

==== Friday, May 8, 2020 ====

** ROANOKE, VA **   Due: 5/6/2020 01:00 PM.

** JOB: TOTAL ACTION FOR PROGRESS (TAP) MAJOR REHABILITATION SERVICES FOR A RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY - QUALIFIED CLASS A CONTRACTORS **

OWNER: TAP  P: (540)580-4598  302 2ND STREET SW, ROANOKE, VA 24001

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/27/2020 03:00 PM -- Mandatory

==== Monday, May 11, 2020 ====

** ROANOKE, VA **   Due: 5/11/2020 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK170

** JOB: #20-04-97 BERGLUND CENTER PERFORMING ARTS THEATER - PAINTING **


OWNER: ROANOKE CITY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT  P: (540)853-2871  F: (540)853-1513  ROOM 353, ROANOKE, VA 24011

==== Tuesday, May 12, 2020 ====

** CHESTERFIELD CO, VA **   Due: 5/12/2020 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK161

** JOB: #ADM20000488 COOLING TOWER REPLACEMENT AT SWIFT CREEK MIDDLE SCHOOL **


OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT  P: (804)748-1617  F: (804)717-6378  9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832

BIDDERS:

AGGREKO  P: (410)371-3854  2114 BELLEMEAD ROAD, RICHMOND, VA 23224

AIR MECHANICAL SOLUTIONS, INC  P: (804)317-0799  , VA

ETEC MECHANICAL CORP  P: (804)340-1801  F: (804)340-1802  1205 WESTMINSTER AVENUE, RICHMOND, VA 23227

WACO, INC.  P: (804)222-8440  F: (804)226-3241  P.O. BOX 829, SANDSTON, VA 23150

** DRYDEN, VA **   Due: 5/12/2020 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK101

** JOB: DRYDEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL -PARTIAL ROOF REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT GENERALLY CONSISTS OF REPLACING THE EXISTING EPDM MEMBRANE AND BALLASTED ROOF WITH A NEW FULLY ADHERED SINGLE-PLY EPDM MEMBRANE OVER 1/2" COVER BOARD ON 4 1/2" RIGID ROOF INSULATION (APPROXIMATELY 21,000 SF NEW ROOF).

ARCHITECTS: OWPR, INC.  P: (540)552-2151  F: (540)951-0219  200 COUNTRY CLUB DRIVE, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060

OWNER: LEE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS  114 NORTH BROAD STREET, SALEM, VA 24153

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM www.eva.virginia.gov

** MONTROSS, VA **   Due: 5/12/2020 02:00 PM.

** JOB: MONTROSS MIDDLE SCHOOL - RENOVATION/ADDITION OF A SECURITY ENTRANCE **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT CONSISTS OF A NEW SECURE ENTRANCE FOR VISITORS THROUGH AN EXISTING MASONRY WALL. THE NEW SECURE ENTRANCE SHALL HAVE A CANOPY THAT VARIES BASED ON THE ALTERNATE SELECTED ON BID DAY. AS BASE BID THE CANOPY SHALL BE A PRE-MANUFACTURED PROTECTIVE COVER WITH INTERNAL DRAINING. THE ADD ALTERNATE INCLUDES A STEEL FRAMED CANOPY WITH METAL WALL AND SOFFIT PANELS AND SINGLE PLY PVC ROOFING MEMBRANE. THE BASE BID INCLUDES A NEW GRAVEL DRIVE AISLE AND STUDENT DROP OFF IN FRONT OF THE NEW SECURE ENTRANCE WITH VARIOUS ALTERNATES FOR SURFACING. IN ADDITION, THE PROJECT INCLUDES AN ADDITIONAL 25 PARKING SPACES.

OWNER: WESTMORELAND COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS  141 OPAL LANE, MONTROSS, VA 22520

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM www.eva.virginia.gov
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===== Thursday, May 14, 2020 =====

** COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA **  
Due: 5/14/2020 01:30 PM.  Bin(s): RK36  
** JOB: #2020-4000-4 TUSSING AIR CONDITIONING REPLACEMENT SYSTEM **  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REPLACEMENT OF THE KITCHEN AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM AT TUSSING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/30/2020 01:30 PM -- Mandatory  
OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS TO: TROY E HEDBLOM, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDANT OF BUSINESS SERVICES - PHONE: (804) 526-0811  EXT 20;  
OR KENNETH R HARRELL, DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES AND OPERATIONS  
PHONE: (804) 524-3448

** DANVILLE, VA **  
Due: 5/14/2020 05:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK165  
** JOB: RFQ 12-20-108 817 PINE STREET PORCH **  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REPAIRING AND REPLACING DAMAGED OR MISSING MEMBERS OF THE PORCH.  
ALTHOUGH THE ENTIRE STRUCTURE IS NOT RECEIVING TREATMENT, THE STRUCTURE IS TO BE CLEARED OF VINES AND OVERGROWTH AND IS TO BE GENTLY WASHED TO IMPROVE APPEARANCE.  
OWNER: CITY OF DANVILLE, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT  
PHONE: (434)799-6528  F: (434)799-5102  427 PATTON STREET, DANVILLE, VA 24543  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/6/2020 10:00 AM

** STEPHENS CITY, VA **  
Due: 5/14/2020 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK137/138  
** JOB: #20-18E01 OPEQUON WATER SUPPLY WATER TREATMENT PLANT **  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT CONSISTS OF CONSTRUCTING AN 8 MGD WATER TREATMENT PLANT. WORK AT THE WATER TREATMENT PLANT INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO PRE-ENGINEERED BUILDINGS, PUMPS, VALVES, INSTRUMENTATION, ELECTRICAL, AND SITE WORK CAST IN PLACE CONCRETE AND PRECAST CONCRETE TANKS, FLOCCULATON BASINS, SEDIMENTATION BASINS, FILTER BASINS, CHEMICAL STORAGE AND FEED SYSTEMS AND ADMINISTRATION BUILDING AS WELL AS ALL OTHER WORK, SHOWN AND SPECIFIED FOR COMPLETE AND FUNCTIONAL FACILITY.  
ENGINEERS: ARCADIS, US INC  
P: (703)214-2953  F: (434)799-4369  4301 N FAIRFAX DRIVE  
SUITE 530, ARLINGTON, VA 22203  
OWNER: FREDERICK WATER  
315 TASKER ROAD, STEPHENS CITY, VA 22655  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/9/2020 10:00 AM

===== Friday, May 15, 2020 =====

** ALTAVISTA, VA **  
Due: 5/15/2020 04:00 PM.  
** JOB: RFQ BOOKER BUILDING ADAPTIVE REUSE / REHABILITATION **  
SCOPE: THE BOOKER BUILDING IS LOCATED IN ENGLISH PARK. THE TOWN IS SEEKING A DEVELOPER TO DESIGN A USE FOR THE PROPERTY AS A EVENT VENUE, BREWERY, OR OTHER USE BUT KEEP IN MIND THE NEIGHBORHOOD.  
OWNER: TOWN OF ALTAVISTA  
P: (434)369-6045  F: (434)369-4369  PO BOX 420, ALTAVISTA, VA 24517  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 3/17/2020  
OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS TO: WAVERLY COGGSDALLE, III, TOWN MANAGER.  
jwcoggsdale@altavista.gov  
BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE TOWN WEBSITE - www.AltavistaVa.gov

** ROANOKE, VA **  
Due: 5/15/2020 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK99  
** JOB: #3021 CRYSTAL SPRING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - SECURITY UPGRADES **  
SCOPE: THERE IS A NEED TO ENHANCE THE OPEN CAMPUSS WITH A PERIMETER ENCLOSURE DESIGN. WORK IS TO BEGIN 5/21/20 AND BE COMPLETED BY 8/5/20  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/29/2020 09:00 AM -- Mandatory  
BIDDERS:  
AVIS CONST CO, INC.  
P: (540)982-3558  F: (540)982-2643  PO BOX 11985, ROANOKE, VA 24022

** ROANOKE, VA **  
Due: 5/15/2020 10:00 AM.  Bin(s): rk4  
** JOB: #3022 BRECKENRIDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL - SECURITY UPGRADES **  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS TO PROVIDE PERIMETER SECURITY AT THE SCHOOL  
ARCHITECTS: INTERACTIVE DESIGN  
P: (540)342-7534  F: (540)342-7536  119 NORFOLK AVE  
SUITE 330, ROANOKE, VA 24011  
OWNER: ROANOKE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS  
P: (540)853-2906  F: (540)853-2836  PO BOX 13145, ROANOKE, VA 24031  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/29/2020 11:00 AM -- Mandatory  
OTHER INFORMATION: WRITTEN QUESTIONS REGARDING THE PROJECT MAY BE SUBMITTED VIA E-MAIL TO ERICK THORNTON, DIRECTOR OF PURCHASING  
ethronton@rcps.info  
BIDDERS:  
AVIS CONST CO, INC.  
P: (540)982-3558  F: (540)982-2643  PO BOX 11985, ROANOKE, VA 24022
** ROANOKE CO, VA **          Due: 5/15/2020 02:00 PM.   Bin(s): RK171     Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATION #2020-0415 DESIGN BUILD PROJECT - WILLIAM BYRD HIGH SCHOOL RENOVATION / ADDITION **

** SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS TO MODERNIZE A MAJORITY OF THE SCHOOL, WITH GREATER THAN 100,000 SF OF RENOVATIONS ON BOTH THE FIRST AND SECOND FLOORS, AND 13,500 SF OF NEW MULTI-STORY CONSTRUCTION ON THE CURRENT WILLIAM S BYRD HS FACILITY. THE ADMINISTRATION OFFICE, GYMNASIUM, AUX GYMNASIUM, KITCHEN, CAFETERIA AND LOCKER ROOMS WILL REMAIN OPERABLE AND THERE WILL BE NO INTERRUPTION TO SCHOOL OPERATIONS OUTSIDE OF THE SPECIFIC AREAS IMPACTED **

** ESTIMATED COST: $15,000,000 <--> $20,000,000 **

** OWNER: ROANOKE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS P: (540)562-3800 F: (540)562-3988 5937 COVE ROAD, ROANOKE, VA 24019 **

** OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO MARK KITTA, DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS & FACILITIES, 5937 COVE ROAD, ROANOKE, VA 24019 (540) 562-3800 OR mkitta@rcps.us QUESTIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY 5/4/20 **

** VIENNA, VA **          Due: 5/15/2020 04:00 PM.

** JOB: PQ #20-01 PREQUALIFICATION - TOWN OF VIENNA - NEW POLICE STATION CONSTRUCTION **

** SCOPE: THE PROJECT GENERALLY CONSISTS OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW 28,500 SF TWO STORY POLICE STATION TO INCLUDE SITE DEVELOPMENT OF APPROXIMATELY ONE AND ONE-HALF ACRES **

** OWNER: TOWN OF VIENNA, PURCHASING OFFICE P: (703)255-6359 F: (703)255-5729 127 CENTER STREET, SOUTH, VIENNA, VA 22180 **

** OTHER INFORMATION: TO OBTAIN A PREQUALIFICATION TO BID PACKAGE DOWNEY & SCOTT LLC, 6799 KENNEDY ROAD, UNIT F, WARRENTON, VA 20187. BILL DOWNEY billd@downeyscott.com; LAWRENCE TRESSLER ltressler@downeyscott.com; OR KEVIN FALLIN kfallin@downeyscott.com **

==== Tuesday, May 19, 2020 ====

** DANVILLE, VA **          Due: 5/19/2020 02:00 PM.   Bin(s): RK38

** JOB: #720-10880-39-05 SOUTHERN VIRGINIA MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE - PARKING LOT REHABILITATION **

** SCOPE: THE PROJECT GENERALLY CONSISTS OF REMOVING AND REPLACING ALL PAVEMENT SURFACE COURSES AND REPAIRING PAVEMENT SUBGRADE DEFICIENCIES. THE PROJECT ALSO INCLUDES IMPROVEMENTS TO ADA ACCESSIBILITY AND PROVIDING A CONCRETE LOADING PAD FOR THE DELIVERY AND SERVICE AREA. **

** ARCHITECTS: OWPR, INC. P: (540)552-2151 F: (540)951-0219 200 COUNTRY CLUB DRIVE, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060 **

** OWNER: DEPARTMENT OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT SV OFFICE OF ARCHITECTURAL/ENGINEERING SERVICES, RICHMOND, VA 23219 **

** HENRICO CO, VA **          Due: 5/19/2020 02:00 PM.     Bin(s): RK5     Addendum(s): #1, #2

** JOB: #20-1999-3JOK HVAC REPLACEMENTS - HERMITAGE HIGH SCHOOL AND QUIOCCASIN MIDDLE SCHOOL **


** ARCHITECTS: MOSELEY ARCHITECTS, PC P: (804)794-7555 F: (804)355-5690 3200 NORFOLK STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23230 **

** OWNER: HENRICO CO PURCHASING DEPT/DEPT OF GENERAL SERVICE P: (804)501-5660 F: (804)501-5693 NORTH RUN OFFICE PARK, RICHMOND, VA 23273 **

** OTHER INFORMATION: TO SCHEDULE A SITE VISIT CONTACT: MAHESH KUMAR AT mkumar@henrico.k12.va.us or (804) 652-3874 TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT. DIRECT QUESTIONS, CONCERNING THE PROJECT MANUAL AND DRAWINGS IN WRITING VIA EMAIL TO JASON FORSYTH WITH MOSELEY ARCHITECTS AT jforsyth@moseleyarchitects.com **

** RADFORD, VA **          Due: 5/19/2020 02:00 PM.   Bin(s): RK37     Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #217-A9217-0E0 AUXILIARY BUILDINGS SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS - RADFORD UNIVERSITY **

** SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS IN HURLBURT AND TYLER HALLS, INCLUDING SELECTIVE DEMOLITION, ROOF ACCESS LADDERS, GUARDRAILS, ROOF HATCH GUARDRAILS, ATTIC WALKWAY REPAIRS, AND REPAIRS TO INTERIOR FINISHES. **

** ARCHITECTS: THE ARCHITECTS ALLIANCE P: (540)951-4853 F: (540)552-0436 VALLEY DESIGN CENTER, SUITE 6, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060 **

** OWNER: RADFORD UNIVERSITY, PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACTS P: (540)831-7781 F: (540)831-6031 501 STOCKTON STREET, RADFORD, VA 24141 **

** PRE-BID INFORMATION: 3/10/2020 10:00 AM **

** BIDDERS: **

DCI/SHIRES, INC. P: (304)323-1996 F: (304)323-3037 2980 BIG LAUREL HIGHWAY, BLUEFIELD, WV 24701
PRICE BUILDINGS, INC. P: (540)463-7226 F: (540)301-2200 1111 CALLAWAY ROAD, ROCKY MOUNT, VA 24151
STRUCTURES GC P: (540)584-4870 , VA **

** WISE CO, VA **          Due: 5/19/2020 02:00 PM.   Bin(s): RK97

** JOB: J W ADAMS COMBINED SCHOOL - PARTIAL REROOFING **

** SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE INSTALLATION OF NEW FULLY ADHERED SINGLE-PLY EPDM ROOF MEMBRANE OVER EXISTING ROOFING AS SHOWN ON DRAWINGS **

** ARCHITECTS: THOMPSON AND LITTON, INC. P: (276)951-4553 F: (276)552-0436 VALLEY DESIGN CENTER, SUITE 6, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060 **

** OWNER: WISE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATION OFFICE P: (276)328-8017 F: (276)328-3350 HURRICANE ROAD, WISE, VA 24293 **

** PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/7/2020 10:00 AM **
** BRISTOL, VA **  Due: 5/20/2020 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK67

** JOB: #155966  BRISTOL STORAGE BUILDING #1 ROOF REPLACEMENT **  
** SCOPE: **

The project is generally described as the removal and replacement of approximately 9,300 SF of existing roof. The work includes but is not limited to selective demolition, structural steel framing, rough carpentry, sheathing, epdm roof membrane system, sheet metal flashing / trim, exterior painting and lightning protection system.  

** ARCHITECTS: ** TKA Architects, PC  P: (540)951-4925  F: (540)951-4950  300-A Church Street, Blacksburg, VA 24060  
 ** OWNER: ** Virginia Department of Transportation (TW)  P: (804)371-6256  F: (804)371-6714  1401 East Broad Street, Richmond, VA 23219  

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/30/2020 02:00 PM

--

** POWHATAN CO, VA **  Due: 5/20/2020 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK6

** JOB: #2020-02  SKAGGS ROAD OFFICE BUILDING RENOVATION **  
** SCOPE: **

The project consists of removing inside coverings to studs, replacing HVAC units, rewiring electrical, moving wall locations and refinishing interior. The project will involve only half of the building. The remaining half of the building will be renovated by a separate contract for the Powhatan Free Clinic. There may be some minor coordination (electrical) between the contractors and architects.  

** ARCHITECTS: ** Quinn Evans/Architects  P: (804)788-4774  1840 West Broad Street, Richmond, VA 23220  
 ** OWNER: ** Powhatan County, County Administrator  3834 Old Buckingham Road, Powhatan, VA 23139  

OTHER INFORMATION: To schedule an appointment to view the property contact: Mark Piper mpiper@powhatanva.gov or (804) 385-6205

--

** STAUNTON, VA **  Due: 5/20/2020 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK98

** JOB: #218-A9218-003  VSDB - CHAPEL ELECTRICAL REPAIRS (VIRGINIA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND) **  
** SCOPE: **

The project is generally described as replacement of the chapel's electrical system. The project also includes the renovation of offices, multipurpose room, kitchen and toilet room located on the 2nd floor of a two-story masonry structure. The project also includes the kitchen and restroom to be reconfigured and refurnished with new finishes, casework, appliances, and fixtures; new finishes throughout the 2nd floor will also be required.  

** ARCHITECTS: ** Moseley Architects, PC  P: (434)316-6001  F: (434)316-6002  1115 Vista Park Drive, Forest, VA 24551  
 ** OWNER: ** The Virginia School for the Deaf & Blind - Staunton  P: (540)332-9427  F: (540)332-9426  P O Box 2069, Staunton, VA 24402  

OTHER INFORMATION: To schedule a site visit contact campus security at (540) 332-6016

--

** RICHMOND, VA **  Due: 5/27/2020 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK70

** JOB: #200007519  ANN HARDY COMMUNITY CENTER RENOVATION **  
** SCOPE: **

The project is generally described as including but not limited to selective demolition; structural and architectural including masonry, woodwork, framing and finishing, doors and interior finishes, bathroom fixtures, casework, vertical wheelchair lift, plumbing, mechanical and electrical systems. The project also includes the renovation of offices, multipurpose room, kitchen and toilet room located on the 2nd floor of a two-story masonry structure. The project also includes the kitchen and restroom to be reconfigured and refurnished with new finishes, casework, appliances, and fixtures; new finishes throughout the 2nd floor will also be required.  

** ARCHITECTS: ** Moseley Architects, PC  P: (804)794-7555  F: (804)355-5690  3200 Norfolk Street, Richmond, VA 23230  
 ** OWNER: ** Old Dominion University  P: (804)683-4269  4401 Powhatan Avenue, Norfolk, VA 23517  

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/5/2020 10:00 AM  

OTHER INFORMATION: All questions shall be submitted in writing via email no later than 5/18/20. Craig Marshall ethmarsh@odu.edu

--

** DANVILLE, VA **  Due: 6/1/2020 05:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK65

** JOB: REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL #19-20-104  CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW OR RENOVATION OF EXISTING STRUCTURE - NEW POLICE FACILITY **  
** SCOPE: **

Seeking a developer - for either the construction of a new Danville Police Department or the renovation of an existing structure with an option to buy.  

** OWNER: ** City of Danville, Purchasing Department  P: (434)799-6528  F: (434)799-5102  427 Patton Street, Danville, VA 24543  

OTHER INFORMATION: Project Manager: Lt Col Dean Hairston (434) 799-6515 OR EMAIL hairsrd@danvilleva.gov CITY OF DANVILLE, P O BOX 3300, DANVILLE, VA 24541

---
** YANCEYVILLE, NC ** Due: 5/5/2020 04:00 PM. Bin(s): RK129-132 Addendum(s): #1, #2

** JOB: IMPROVEMENTS AT BARTLETT YANCEY HIGH SCHOOL - ADDITIONS / RENOVATIONS **

SCOPE: THE WORK INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO SITWORK, DEMOLITION OF PORTIONS OF EXISTING SCHOOL, NEW TWO-STORY BUILDING WITH CLASSROOMS, ADMINISTRATION / GUIDANCE, SCIENCE LABS, MEDIA CENTER, KITCHEN/DINING, SECURITY, RENOVATIONS AND OTHER RELATED IMPROVEMENTS THROUGHOUT THE CAMPUS. TRADES INCLUDED: STRUCTURE DEMOLITION, SELECTIVE DEMOLITION, ASBESTOS REMOVAL, LEAD IN CONSTRUCTION, PCB REMEDIATION, UNIVERSAL WASTE & OTHER REGULATED MATERIALS REMOVAL, CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE, UNIT MASONRY ASSEMBLIES, STRUCTURAL STEEL FRAMING, ARCHITECTURALLY EXPOSED STRUCTURAL STEEL, STEEL JOIST FRAMING, STEEL DECKING, METAL FABRICATIONS, METAL STAIRS, PIPE AND TUBE RAILINGS, DECORATIVE METAL RAILINGS, ROUGH CARPENTRY, ELASTOMERIC SHEET WATERPROOFING, THERMAL INSULATION, FLUID-APPLIED MEMBRANE AIR BARRIERS, SOFFIT AND WALL PANELS, EPDM ROOFING, SHEET METAL FLASHING AND TRIM, ROOF SPECIALTIES, ROOF ACCESSORIES, PENETRATION FIRESTOPPING, FIRE-RESISTIVE JOINT SYSTEMS, JOINT SEALANTS, HOLLOW METAL DOORS AND FRAMES, FLUSH WOOD DOORS, ACCESS DOORS AND FRAMES, COILING COUNTER DOORS, ALUMINUM-FRAMED ENTRANCES AND STOREFRONTS, GLAZED ALUMINUM CURTAIN WALLS, STRUCTURED-POLYCARBONATE-PANEL ASSEMBLIES, FINISH HARDWARE, GLAZING, FIRE-RATED GLAZING, NON-STRUCTURAL METAL FRAMING, GYPSUM BOARD, TILING, ACOUSTICAL PANEL CEILINGS, RESILIENT BASE & ACCESSORIES, RESILIENT TILE FLOORING (DEDUCT ALTERNATE), RESILIENT TILE FLOORING: LVT, TILE CARPETING, SOUND ABSORBING WALL UNITS (ALLOWANCE), EXTERIOR PAINTING, INTERIOR PAINTING, VISUAL DISPLAY SURFACES, SIGNAGE, TOILET PARTITIONS, CUBICLE CURTAINS & TRACK, TOILET, BATH, AND LAUNDRY ACCESSORIES, FIRE EXTINGUISHER CABINETS, METAL LOCKERS, METAL STORAGE SHELVING, PROTECTIVE COVERS & CANOPIES, GROUND SET FLAGPOLES, FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT, MEDIA CENTER EQUIPMENT, LABORATORY FUME HOODS, ROLLER WINDOW SHADES, PLASTIC LAMINATE EDUCATIONAL CASework, SCIENCE CASework & EQUIPMENT, SOLID SURFACE WINDOW SILLS, HYDRAULIC PASSENGER ELEVATORS, SLEEVES AND SLEEVE SEALS FOR FIRE SUPPRESSION PIPING, ESCUTCHEONS FOR FIRE SUPPRESSION PIPING, GENERAL DUTY VALVES FOR WATER BASED FIRE SUPPRESSION PIPING, IDENTIFICATION FOR FIRE SUPPRESSION PIPING AND EQUIPMENT, FIRE DEPARTMENT CONNECTIONS, WET PIPE SPRINKLER SYSTEMS, MEP, GROUNDING AND BONDING FOR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, CABLE TRAYS FOR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, SLEEVES AND SLEEVE SEALS FOR COMMUNICATIONS PATHWAYS AND CABLEING, COMMUNICATION CABLE AND EQUIPMENT, AUDIO VISUAL SYSTEMS (SEE VOLUME III - A/V PLANS), INTERCOMMUNICATIONS AND PROGRAM SYSTEMS, SECURITY AND ACCESS CONTROL (SEE VOLUME III - SECURITY AND ACCESS CONTROL PLANS), DIGITAL, ADDRESSABLE FIRE-ALARM SYSTEM, SITE CLEARING, SITATION AND EROSION CONTROL, EARTH MOVING, DEWATERING, TERRMITE CONTROL, EXCAVATION SUPPORT AND PROTECTION, ASPHALT PAVING, CONCRETE PAVING, CONCRETE PAVING JOINT SEALANTS, INTERLOCKING PRECAST CONCRETE UNIT PAVING, PAVEMENT MARKINGS, TACTILE WARNING SURFACING, CHAIN LINK FENCES & GATES, STEEL DECORATIVE ORNAMENTAL FENCE SYSTEM, STEEL DECORATIVE ORNAMENTAL PRE-HUNG GATES, LANDSCAPING, STORMWATER CONVEYANCE

ARCHITECTS: DEWBERRY ENGINEERS, INC. P: (434)797-4497 F: (434)797-4341 551 PINEY FOREST ROAD, DANVILLE, VA 24540

OWNER: CASWELL COUNTY SCHOOLS 319 MAIN STREET E, YANCEYVILLE, NC 27379

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/14/2020 02:00 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: THE PRE-BID CONFERENCE IS VIRTUAL: WebEx: https://dewberry.webex.com/dewberry/j.php?MTID=me6e480be2250a
JOIN BY PHONE: 1-415-655-0003
ACCESS CODE: 610782228

ELECTRONIC COPIES OF BID DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE PER REQUEST VIA EMAIL: vliggan@dewberry.com

CONTACT: VERONICA LIGGON AT DEWBERRY & DAVIS (ARCHITECT)
PHONE: (434) 549-8515

SITE VISITS WILL BE HELD APRIL 21, 22, & 23. IF NEEDED APRIL 29 WILL BE ADDED.
THEY WILL BE HELD FROM 8:00 AM TO NOON; AND FROM 1:00 PM TO 3:00 PM

BIDDERS:

BLAIR CONSTRUCTION, INC. P: (434)656-6243 F: (434)656-3290 PO BOX 612, GRETA, VA 24557

SHELCO, LLC P: (336)760-5001 F: (336)760-5005 370 KNOLLWOOD, WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27103

===== Friday, May 15, 2020 =====

** RANSON, WV ** Due: 5/15/2020 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK8

** JOB: RANSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - PARTIAL ROOF REPLACEMENT **

600 NORTH PRESTON STREET, RANSON WV 25433

ARCHITECTS: OWPR, INC. P: (540)552-2151 F: (540)557-0219 200 COUNTRY CLUB DRIVE, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060

OWNER: JEFFERSON COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION 110 MORDINGTON AVENUE, CHARLES TOWN, WV 25414

OTHER INFORMATION: TO SCHEDULE A SITE VISIT CONTACT: BRANDAN CATON, JEFFERSON COUNTY SCHOOLS (304) 582-2490
Section 2: Highways & Utilities / Heavy Construction

Friday, May 1, 2020

** ABINGDON, VA **
** Due: 5/1/2020 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK35 **

** JOB: RUSSELL ROAD SIGNALIZED CROSSWALK PROJECT **
SCOPE: THE PROJECT INVOLVES IMPROVEMENTS RELATED TO THE RUSSELL ROAD CROSSWALK NEAR THE LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL
FIELDS. IMPROVEMENTS INCLUDE ADDITION OF 2 FLASHING BEACON CROSSWALK INDICATORS, CONSTRUCTION OF APPROXIMATELY
156 LINEAR FEET OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SIDEWALK, CONSTRUCTION OF WOODEN FENCE AND ASSOCIATED IMPROVEMENTS
ENGINEERS: THE LANE GROUP P: (276)206-8571 310 VALLEY STREET NW, ABINGDON, VA 24210
OWNER: TOWN OF ABINGDON, TOWN MANAGER P: (276)628-3167 F: (276)628-9986 ABINGDON MUNICIPAL BUILDING, ABINGDON, VA 24210
OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS IN WRITING TO WHITNEY ROBINSON wrobinson@thelanegroupinc.com

** HANOVER CO, VA **
** Due: 5/1/2020 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK104 Addendum(s): #1, MEMO, #2, #3, #4 **

** JOB: #20-14-2870TP BEST PRODUCTS WWPS REHABILITATION **
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS: THE REPLACEMENT OF THE EXISTING PAKAGED PUMP SKID, PIPING WITHIN
THE WET WELL, GENERATOR AND MAIN DISCONNECT; GROUT FILT TO LIMITS OF EXISTING FILLET'S IN THE WET WELL; EPOXU COAT
INTERIOR OF THE EXISTING WET WELL; FURNISH AND INSTALL DOGHOUSE MANHOLE; FURNISH AND INSTLL PLUG VALVE AND
EMERGENCY BYPASS CONNECTON ON EXISTING 4" FORCE MAIN.
ENGINEERS: WHITMAN, REQUARDT, AND ASSOCIATES P: (804)272-8700 F: (804)272-8897 9030 STONY POINT PARKWAY, RICHMOND, VA
23235
OWNER: HANOVER COUNTY PURCHASING OFFICE P: (804)365-6283 F: (804)365-6100 P O BOX 470, HANOVER, VA 23069
OTHER INFORMATION: SUBMIT QUESTIONS IN WRITING TO THE ENGINEER BY 12:99 PM (NOON) ON 4'15'20

Monday, May 4, 2020

** SUFFOLK, VA **
** Due: 5/4/2020 02:30 PM. **

** JOB: #404667 BIG BUBBLER AIR CANON SYSTEM PIPING INSTALLATION - NTP **
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE INSTALLATION OF BIG BUBBLE AIR CANON SYSTEM PIPING AND OTHER
APPURTENANCES
OWNER: HAMPTON ROADS SANITATION DISTRICT P: (757)460-7010 F: (757)363-7917 1434 AIR RAIL AVENUE, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23455
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/24/2020
OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: DOMINIQUE-VENUS SOLANO
PHONE: (757) 460-7316 OR E-MAIL dso@hrsd.com

** ROANOKE, VA **
** Due: 5/4/2020 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK72 Addendum(s): #1, #2 **

** JOB: #20-01-70 STORMWATER DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENT PROJECT - TEMPLETON AVENUE NE **
SCOPE: THIS PROJECT SHALL INCLUDE BUT NOT LIMITED TO: INSTALLATION OF APPROXIMATELY 1,465 LF OF STORM DRAIN PIPES, 20
STORM DRAIN STRUCTURES, BIORETENTION FACILITY, AND ASSOCIATED ROADSIDE AND RIGHT-OF-WAY IMPROVEMENTS ALONG
TEMPLETON AVENUE, NORTH AVENUE AND 13TH STREET NE
ENGINEERS: LUMSDEN ASSOCIATES PC P: (540)774-4411 F: (540)772-9445 4664 BRAMBLETON AVENUE, SW, ROANOKE, VA 24018
OWNER: ROANOKE CITY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (540)853-2871 F: (540)853-1513 ROOM 353, ROANOKE, VA 24011
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/16/2020 10:00 AM
OTHER INFORMATION: PRE-BID MEETING VIA CONFERENCE CALL: JOIN ZOOM MEETING
https://zoom.us/j/767726497?pwd=QktoZG1raDAwSzZxSjA5TVJSeDY1dz09
BIDS SHALL BE SUBMITTED VIA EMAIL TO JOSEPH CARLENO AT joseph.carleno@roanokeva.gov

PRE-BID MEETING VIA CONFERENCE CALL: JOIN ZOOM MEETING: https://zoom.us/j/767726497?pwd=QktoZG1raDAwSzZxSjA5TVJSeDY1dz09
BIDS SHALL BE SUBMITTED VIA EMAIL TO JOSEPH CARLENO AT joseph.carleno@roanokeva.gov
** CHESTERFIELD CO, VA **          Due: 5/5/2020 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK42     Addendum(s): #1

** STAFFORD CO, VA **          Due: 5/5/2020 02:00 PM.

** SALEM, VA **          Due: 5/6/2020 03:00 PM.       Addendum(s): #1

** DANVILLE, VA **          Due: 5/7/2020 05:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK162     Addendum(s): #1

---

** VALLEY CONSTRUCTION NEWS – MAY 1st - EDITION **

---

** CHESTERFIELD CO, VA **

Due: 5/5/2020 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK42     Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #ADMN20000267  ROUTE 360 AND SPRING RUN ROAD INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS **

SCOPE: THE WORK INVOLVES THE CONSTRUCTION OF AN ADDITIONAL RIGHT TURN LANE AND LEFT TURN LANE ALONG WESTBOUND HULL STREET ROAD AT THE INTERSECTION WITH SPRING RUN ROAD AND TEMIE LEE PARKWAY. ADDITIONALLY THE PROJECT INVOLVES APPROXIMATELY 1,425 LF OF ROADWAY WIDENING ALONG SPRING RUN ROAD FROM HULL STREET ROAD TO APPROXIMATELY 800 LF NORTH OF MCENNALLY ROAD. THE PROJECT ALSO INCLUDES THE REPLACEMENT AND GRADING, ASPHALT PAVING, DRAINAGE STRUCTURES, EROSION & SEDIMENT CONTROL, SIGNAGE, PAVEMENT MARKINGS, TRAFFIC SIGNALIZATION, ADJUSTMENT OF UTILITIES, AND OTHER ITEMS NECESSARY FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE WORK.

ENGINEERS: A MORTON THOMAS AND ASSOCIATES, INC. P: (804)276-6231 F: (804)276-6233 100 GATEWAY CENTER PARKWAY   STE 200, RICHMOND, VA 23235

OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (804)748-1617 F: (804)717-6378 9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832

OTHER INFORMATION: SUBMIT ALL QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS PROJECT IN WRITING TO A MORTON THOMAS AND ASSOCIATES, INC., JEFF MCKAY, PE jmckay@amtengineering.com

BIDDERS:

A & A CONTRACTORS P: (804)363-9336 , RICHMOND, VA

ALLAN MYERS P: (804)290-8506 301 CONCOURSE BOULEVARD, GLEN ALLEN, VA 23059

BLAKEYMORE CONSTRUCTION CO P: (804)262-1233 F: (804)262-0925 P O BOX 27404, RICHMOND, VA 23261

BRANSCOME RICHMOND P: (804)744-1135 F: (804)744-3205 3600 WARBRO ROAD, MIDLOTHIAN, VA 23112

CORMAN CONSTRUCTION, INC. P: (301)953-0900 F: (301)953-3159 12001 GUILFORD ROAD, ANNAPOLIS JUNCTION, MD 20701

CURTIS CONTRACTING P: (804)483-4633 F: (804)483-2545 769, WEST POINT, VA 23181

E C PACE COMPANY, INC. P: (540)343-6816 F: (540)343-6909 PO BOX 12685, ROANOKE, VA 24027

J L KENT AND SONS, INC. P: (540)898-3359 F: (540)898-4016 9713 PRATT DRIVE, FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22408

J R CASKEY, INC. P: (804)763-6480 P O BOX 5450, MIDLOTHIAN, VA 23112

J R CASKEY, INC. P: (804)763-6480 P O BOX 5450, MIDLOTHIAN, VA 23112

MESSER CONTRACTING, LLC P: (804)752-4900 F: (804)752-7032 11123 CAUTHORNE ROAD, GLEN ALLEN, VA 23059

TIDEWATER UTILITY CONSTRUCTION P: (757)671-9080 F: (757)671-1213 PRINCESS ANNE ROAD, #106, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23462

VIRGINIA CONCRETE CONST P: (804)732-1679 F: (804)862-3943 P O BOX 1008, PETERSBURG, VA 23804

** STAFFORD CO, VA **

Due: 5/5/2020 02:00 PM.

** JOB: #199-18056-002 (L95) WIDEWATER STATE PARK - COMPLETE PHASE 1 DEVELOPMENT (PRE-QUALIFIED BIDDERS ONLY) **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS CONSTRUCTION OF APPROXIMATELY 0.5 MILES OF ROAD, A BOAT RAMP ON THE POTOMAC RIVER, DREDGING OF CHANNEL, SHORELINE STABILIZATION, TENDING PIERS AND FISHING STATION, PARKING, MULTIPLE BUILDINGS, PLAYGROUND, WIDENING OF BRENT POINT ROAD, WELL BASED WATER SUPPLY AND TREATMENT SYSTEM, AND ON SITE SEPTIC SYSTEM, ALL ON A WOODED SITE. ALSO INCLUDED IS THE COMPLETION OF STRUCTURES ON EXISTING FOUNDATIONS AT THE AREA OF THE PARK CURRENTLY OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

ENGINEERS: DRAPER-ADEN ASSOCIATES P: (804)264-2228 F: (804)264-8773 1030 WILMER AVENUE, RICHMOND, VA 23227

OWNER: COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, DEPT OF GENERAL SERVICES P: (804)786-4538 F: (804)786-1593 1100 BANK STREET, 7TH FLOOR , SUITE 724, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/21/2020 10:00 AM -- Mandatory

OTHER INFORMATION: SUBMIT QUESTIONS IN WRITING TO DRAPER ADEN ASSOCIATES BY 4/23/20 AT 12:00 PM (NOON).

BIDDERS:

000 PRE-QUALIFIED BIDDERS 000 ,

HENRY S BRANSCOME, LLC P: (757)221-7221 F: (757)221-7220 P O BOX 6478, WILLIAMSBURG, VA 23188

KENBRIDGE CONST CO, INC. P: (434)676-8221 F: (434)676-8815 P O BOX 480, KENBRIDGE, VA 23944

LOUGHRIDGE & COMPANY, LLC P: (804)353-7373 F: (804)353-7410 P O BOX 11342, RICHMOND, VA 23228

SOUTHWOOD BUILDERS, INC. P: (804)798-9225 F: (804)798-8702 P O BOX 1016, ASHLAND, VA 23005

** SALEM, VA **

Due: 5/6/2020 03:00 PM.       Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #2020-025 SPECIALIZED TANK PROFESSIONAL SERVICES **

OWNER: SALEM CITY PURCHASING OFFICE P: (540)375-3063 F: (540)375-4057 P O BOX 869, SALEM, VA 24153

** DANVILLE, VA **

Due: 5/7/2020 05:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK162     Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: REQUEST FOR QUOTES - #19-20-088 GRANVILLE DRIVE SEWER EXTENSION **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS A SEWER LINE INSTALLATION ADJACENT TO 489 GRANVILLE DRIVE. INSTALL APPROXIMATELY 90 LF OF 8" DIAMETER SDR-35 SEWER LINE. TWO MANHOLES MUST BE INSTALLED ON GRADE AS SPECIFIED BY ENGINEER. CONTRACTOR MUST INSTALL APPROXIMATELY 30' OF 4" PVC OR SDR SEWER LATERAL WITH A CLEAN OUT AT THE PROPERTY LINE.

OWNER: CITY OF DANVILLE, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (434)799-6528 F: (434)799-5102 427 PATTON STREET, DANVILLE, VA 24543

OTHER INFORMATION: E-MAILED AND FAXED QUOTES WILL BE ACCEPTED. DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: purchasing@danvilleva.gov AND OREY HILL AT hillot@danvilleva.gov

---

Wednesday, May 6, 2020

---

** SALEM, VA **

Due: 5/6/2020 03:00 PM.       Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #2020-025 SPECIALIZED TANK PROFESSIONAL SERVICES **

OWNER: SALEM CITY PURCHASING OFFICE P: (540)375-3063 F: (540)375-4057 P O BOX 869, SALEM, VA 24153

---

Thursday, May 7, 2020

---

** DANVILLE, VA **

Due: 5/7/2020 05:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK162     Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: REQUEST FOR QUOTES - #19-20-088 GRANVILLE DRIVE SEWER EXTENSION **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS A SEWER LINE INSTALLATION ADJACENT TO 489 GRANVILLE DRIVE. INSTALL APPROXIMATELY 90 LF OF 8" DIAMETER SDR-35 SEWER LINE. TWO MANHOLES MUST BE INSTALLED ON GRADE AS SPECIFIED BY ENGINEER. CONTRACTOR MUST INSTALL APPROXIMATELY 30' OF 4" PVC OR SDR SEWER LATERAL WITH A CLEAN OUT AT THE PROPERTY LINE.

OWNER: CITY OF DANVILLE, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (434)799-6528 F: (434)799-5102 427 PATTON STREET, DANVILLE, VA 24543

OTHER INFORMATION: E-MAILED AND FAXED QUOTES WILL BE ACCEPTED. DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: purchasing@danvilleva.gov AND OREY HILL AT hillot@danvilleva.gov
** ROANOKE, VA **  
** JOB: #20-04-05 STORMWATER DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENT PROJECT - WINDSOR ROAD SW **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT SHALL INCLUDE, BUT NOT LIMITED TO: INSTALLATION OF APPROXIMATELY 1,875 LF OF STORM DRAIN PIPES AND 15 STORM DRAIN STRUCTURES, ROADSIDE AND RIGHT-OF-WAY IMPROVEMENTS, AND ASSOCIATED WORK ALONG DEYERLE ROAD, MUD LICK ROAD, AND NUMEROUS PROVATE PROPERTIES.

ENGINEERS: DRAPER ADEN ASSOCIATES, INC. P: (540)552-0444 F: (540)552-0291 2206 SOUTH MAIN STREET, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060

OWNER: ROANOKE CITY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (540)853-2871 F: (540)853-1513 ROOM 353, ROANOKE, VA 24011

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/16/2020 02:00 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: PRE-BID MEETING VIA CONFERENCE CALL:
JOIN ZOOM MEETING
https://zoom.us/j/638626880?pwd=VHovcGFBcVNiQjJ5Qk1WRXJMS2RhZz09
MEETING ID: 638 626 880
PASSWORD: 909214

SUBMIT BIDS BY EMAIL TO JOSEPH CARLENO AT joseph.carleno@roanokeva.gov

===== Friday, May 8, 2020 =====

** ALTAVISTA, VA **  
** JOB: SPRING MILLING AND PAVING **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT CONSISTS OF EDGE MILLING APPROXIMATELY 14,450 SY OF EXISTING PAVEMENT ALONG PORTIONS OF VARIOUS STREETS, ALLEYS, AND PARKING LOTS, AND APPLYING APPROXIMATELY 3,700 TONS OF ASPHALT OVERLAY PAVING AS INDICATED.

ENGINEERS: ENGINEERING CONCEPTS, INC. P: (540)473-1253 F: (540)473-1254 P O BOX 619, FINCASTLE, VA 24090

OWNER: TOWN OF ALTAVISTA, TOWN ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT P O BOX 420, ALTAVISTA, VA 24517

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/30/2020 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE ENGINEER:
jford@engineeringconcepts.com

** NEW KENT CO, VA **  
** JOB: #20-1101 COLONIAL DOWNS WATER BOOSTER STATION **

SCOPE: THIS PROJECT INCLUDES THE DEMOLITION OF EXISTING GROUND STORAGE TANKS, METER VAULT, PUMPS, BLADDER TANK, PIPING, CHEMICAL FEED SYSTEM, AND APPURTENANCES. ADDITIONALLY THE PROJECT INCLUDES THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW WELL HEADER AND CHEMICAL FEED SYSTEM. THE PROJECT ALSO INCLUDES THE ABANDONMENT AND CONVERSION OF AN EXISTING RAW WATERLINE INTO A FINISHED WATERLINE.

ENGINEERS: DEWBERRY & DAVIS P: (804)290-7957 4805 LAKE BROOK DRIVE SUITE 200, GLEN ALLEN, VA 23060

OWNER: NEW KENT COUNTY, COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR P: (804)966-9683 F: (804)966-9370 ROOM 201, ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, NEW KENT, VA 23124

OTHER INFORMATION: TO OBTAIN ELECTRONIC COPIES OF THE BID DOCUMENTS EMAIL JOSHUA HOLLINGSWORTH AT jhollingsworth@dewberry.com

NO PREBID WILL BE HELD

===== Tuesday, May 12, 2020 =====

** DILLWYN, VA **  
** JOB: TOWN OF DILLWYN - STREETSCAPE PHASE V - REBID **

SCOPE: THE WORK INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, ROADWAY MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC, ROADWAY CUT AND PATCH, MILLING, CONCRETE AND ASPHALT DEMOLITION, GRADING, E&S MEASURES, CONCRETE WORK/PATCHING, CONCRETE SIDEWALK, CURB AND GUTTER, COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL VEHICULAR ENTRIES, STORMWATER IMPROVEMENTS, ADA RAMPS, WALL WITH RAILING, SITE FURNISHINGS, ELECTRICAL WORK (STREET LIGHTING CONDUIT, LIGHT POLES AND FIXTURES, AND SERVICE CONNECTIONS), STRIPING AND SIGNAGE, PLANTING, PROJECT CLEANUP AND RELATED IMPROVEMENTS.

ENGINEERS: LAND PLANNING AND DESIGN ASSOCIATES, INC. P: (434)296-2108 F: (434)296-2109 310 EAST MAIN STREET, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902

OWNER: TOWN OF DILLWYN, TOWN HALL P: (434)983-2076 F: (434)983-1723 , DILLWYN, VA 23936

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/21/2020 03:00 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: TO ATTEND OPTIONAL ONLINE PRE-BID EMAIL TRISTAN AT tristan@lpda.net BY 2:00 PM ON MONDAY 4/20/20

DIRECT INQUIRIES TO TRISTAN CLEVELAND VIA EMAIL AT LESAT 10 DAYS PRIOR TO THE BID DATE AT tristan@lpda.net.

BIDDERS:
PEARSON CONSTRUCTION, INC. P: (434)969-4914 F: (434)969-1558 485 PEARSON DRIVE, DILLWYN, VA 23936
S WALKER CONSTRUCTION, INC. P: (434)594-5181 F: (434)594-5181 638 DANIEL ROAD, BLACKSTONE, VA 23824
VIRGINIA-CAROLINA PAVING COMPANY P: (434)572-8460 F: (434)572-2203 P O BOX 568, SOUTH BOSTON, VA 24592

** ROANOKE CO, VA **  
** JOB: #2020-T-2 PAINTING OF FAIRWAY ESTATES AND HIDDEN WOODS WATER STORAGE TANKS **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT CONSISTS OF NEAR WHITE METAL BLAST CLEANING (INTERIOR), HIGH PRESSURE BLAST CLEANING, HAND TOOL CLEANING, OR POWER TOOL CLEANING (EXTERIOR), AND PAINTING.

OWNER: WESTERN VIRGINIA WATER AUTHORITY ENGINEERING SERVICES, ROANOKE, VA 24014

OTHER INFORMATION: THE PREBID MEETING HAS BEEN CANCELLED.
** CHESTERFIELD CO, VA **  
Due: 5/14/2020 02:00 PM.  
** 引文 **

** JOB: #ADMN20000338_POCOSHOCK CREEK STREAM RESTORATION **  
SCOPE: THE WORK INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO THE RESTORATION AND ENHANCEMENT OF APPROXIMATELY 4,500 LF OF POCOSHOCK CREEK. THE DRAINAGE AREA AT THE DOWNSTREAM PROJECT LIMITS IS APPROXIMATELY 2.3 SQUARE MILES. RESTORATION ACTIVITIES INCLUDE GRADING, INSTALLATION OF VARIOUS GRADE CONTROL STRUCTURES AND COBBLE AS CHANNEL SUBSTRATE ENHANCEMENT, SEEDING, MATING, AND PLANTING. THE REMOVAL OF LARGE SPECIMEN TREES SHALL BE MINIMIZED WITH A GOAL OF REUSING CLEARED TREES WITHIN THE RESTORED CHANNELS WHERE PRACTICAL. 
ENGINEERS: ARCADIS US, INC P: (804)740-0181 F: (804)217-8292 9954 MARYLAND DRIVE, RICHMOND, VA 23233 
OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (804)748-1617 F: (804)717-6378 9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832 
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/30/2020 10:00 AM 
OTHER INFORMATION: THE PRE-BID WILL BE VIRTUAL BY CALLING IN TO +1 213-379-9608, MEETING ID 584 656 847# 
AN IN-PERSON SITE VISIT MAY BE SCHEDULED BY CONTACTING SCOTT FLANIGAN AT (804) 768-7435 

** FRONT ROYAL, VA **  
Due: 5/14/2020 02:00 PM.  
** 引文 **

** JOB: #09-2020_2020 FR-5, 6, AND 7 BASINS MANHOLE FRAME AND COVER REPLACEMENTS **  
SCOPE: THE WORK INCLUDES THE REPLACEMENT OF APPROXIMATELY 180 SANITARY SEWER MANHOLE FRAME AND COVERS, SEALING OF APPROXIMATELY 50 SANITARY SEWER MANHOLE FRAME AND COVERS, AND ASSOCIATED APPURTENANCES. 
ENGINEERS: CHA P: (540)552-5548 F: (540)552-5577 1901 INNOVATION DRIVE, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060 
OWNER: TOWN OF FRONT ROYAL, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (540)636-6889 F: (540)636-7473 P O BOX 1560, FRONT ROYAL, VA 22630 

** HENRICO CO, VA **  
Due: 5/14/2020 02:00 PM.  
** 引文 **

** JOB: #20-2004-4EAR_ANNUAL CONTRACT FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF ROAD, DRAINAGE AND MAINTENANCE PROJECTS **  
SCOPE: THE WORK IN THIS PROJECT IS ON AN AS-NEEDED BASIS AND WILL BE REQUESTED BY THE COUNTY ENGINEER, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS. 
OWNER: HENRICO CO PURCHASING DEPT/DEPT OF GENERAL SERVICE P: (804)501-5660 F: (804)501-5693 NORTH RUN OFFICE PARK, RICHMOND, VA 23273 
OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM henrico.procurewate.com 

** ROCKY MOUNT, VA **  
Due: 5/15/2020 02:00 PM.  
** 引文 **

** JOB: ANGLE BRIDGE RECONSTRUCTION **  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT CONSISTS OF THE REPAIRS TO THE ROUTE 220 (MAIN STREET) BRIDGE OVER NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY, AND ASSOCIATED ITEMS. 
ARCHITECTS: THOMPSON AND LITTON BRISTOL OFFICE 100 FIFTH ST - SUITE ONE WEST, BRISTOL, TN 37620 
ARCHITECTS: THOMPSON & LITTON INC P: (276)328-2161 F: (276)328-1738 P O BOX 179, TAZEWELL, VA 24651 
OWNER: TOWN OF ROCKY MOUNT, TOWN MANAGER P: (540)483-7660 F: (540)483-8830 345 DONALD AVENUE, ROCKY MOUNT, VA 24151 
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/4/2020 10:00 AM 
OTHER INFORMATION: TO JOIN THE PRE-BID MEETING CALL: 423-989-0411; PIN 54321 AT THAT TIME 

** ORANGE, VA **  
Due: 5/18/2020 02:00 PM.  
** 引文 **

** JOB: EAST MAIN STREET IMPROVEMENTS - RE-BID **  
SCOPE: THE WORK UNDER THIS PROJECT CONSISTS OF UPGRAADING THE EXISTING PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES ALONG EAST MAIN STREET FROM EAST OF THE RAILROAD TRACKS TO THE INTERSECTION WITH MAY FRAY AVENUE/BYRD STREET INCLUDING PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING AND PEDESTRIAN SIGNAL UPGRADES. PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING ALONG THE WEST SIDE OF BYRD STREET BETWEEN EAST MAIN STREET AND EAST CHURCH STREET IS ALSO INCLUDED. 
OWNER: TOWN OF ORANGE, TOWN MANAGER P: (540)672-5005 F: (540)672-4435 119 BELLEVIEW AVENUE, ORANGE, VA 22960 

** CHESTERFIELD CO, VA **  
Due: 5/19/2020 02:30 PM.  
** 引文 **

** JOB: #ADMN20000507_OBSERVATION/VIDEO TOWERS FOR MARCHING BAND **  
SCOPE: THIS PROJECT IS FOR TURNKEY PURCHASE AND INSTALLATION OF 3 MARCHING BAND OBSERVATION/VIDEO TOWERS. THE TOWERS ARE TO BE INSTALLED NO LATER THAN AUGUST 1, 2020. THE PRE-MANUFACTURED 20-FOOT STEEL BAND OBSERVATION TOWERS WILL INCLUDE ANY GRADE WORK, EXCAVATION, CONCRETE SLAB, INSTALATION OF BAND TOWER, FINAL GRADING, SEED AND STRAW. 
OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (804)748-1617 F: (804)717-6378 9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832
** DANVILLE, VA ** Due: 5/19/2020 05:00 PM. Bin(s): RK163

** JOB: RFQ 19-20-105 RUBY B ARCHIE LIBRARY PATIO **

SCAPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE INSTALLATION OF A SIDEWALK AND PATIO AT THE RUBY B ARCHIE PUBLIC LIBRARY. WORK REQUIRED BUT NOT LIMITED TO, REMOVAL OF PLANTS, REMOVAL OF EXISTING SIDEWALK, REMOVAL OF BENCHES, REMOVAL OF LIGHT POLE, GRADING, CONSTRUCTION OF NEW BENCHES, INSTALLING CUSTOMER SUPPLIED PAVERS, NEW LIGHT FIXTURE AND PLANTS.

OWNER: CITY OF DANVILLE, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (434)799-6528 F: (434)799-5102 427 PATTON STREET, DANVILLE, VA 24543

OTHER INFORMATION: EMAIL QUESTIONS TO lucaswa@danvilleva.gov

NO LATER THAN 5 PM, ONE WEEK PRIOR TO BID OPENING

PRE-BID MEETING WILL BE ONE ON ONE, SCHEDULED 2 WEEKS FROM BID OPENING BY APPOINTMENT. EITHER EMAIL OR CALL WALTER LUCAS AT (434) 799-5245

EMAILED AND FAXED QUOTES WILL BE ACCEPTED

** LYNCHBURG, VA ** Due: 5/19/2020 03:00 PM. Bin(s): RK45

** JOB: 32020-046 MILLER PARK AVIARY PARKING LOT AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS **

SCAPE: THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROJECT IS TO RESURFACE THE EXISTING ROAD AND DRIVE AISLES, TO RECONFIGURE AND WIDEN THE DROP-OFF AREA NEAR THE BUILDING, TO INSTALL NEW PERVEROUS PAVERS FOR PARKING, NEW CURBING, AND SIDEWALK, AND TO ADDRESS THE SITE LANDSCAPING. NEW DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE WILL BE INSTALLED AND SOME OLD STONE CURBING WILL BE REMOVED TO ACCOMMODATE THE NEW CONFIGURATION. THE WORK WILL REQUIRES THE REMOVAL OF TWO LARGE TREES AND THE RELOCATION OF TWO CREPE MYRTLES. THE SITE AMENDEMENTS INCLUDE THE INSTALLATION OF BIKE RACKS, 18 NEW TREES, NUMEROUS SHRUBS AND PERENNIAL PLANTINGS ALONG WITH FOUR NEW LIGHT POLES IN A STYLE COMPATIBLE WITH THE HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE OF THE AVIARY BUILDING

OWNER: CITY OF LYNCHBURG, OFFICE OF BUDGET & PROCUREMENT P: (434)455-3970 F: (434)845-0711 CITY HALL, LYNCHBURG, VA 24505

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/30/2020 01:00 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: THE PRE-BID MEETING WILL BE VIRTUAL - IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN ATTENDING PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS TO MATT MARSTELLER AND HE WILL PROVIDE THE CALENDAR INVITE WHICH INCLUDES THE MEETING LINK. ALL QUESTIONS SHOULD BE SUBMITTED IN WRITING TO MATT MARSTELLER matthew.marsteller@lynchburgva.gov QUESTIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY 3:00 PM ON 5/12/20

** STAFFORD CO, VA ** Due: 5/19/2020 02:00 PM.

** JOB: #20-9408-SB052 AQUIA WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY (WWTF) CENTRIFUGE REPLACEMENT **

SCAPE: THE WORK INCLUDES BUT MAY NOT BE LIMITED TO PROVISION AND INSTALLATION OF ALL STRUCTURAL, ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, AND EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS AND DEVICES AS INDICATED IN THE BID DOCUMENTS

ENGINEERS: WILEY & WILSON ENGINEERS P: (757)523-8988 860 GREENBRIER CIRCLE, CHESAPEAKE, VA 23320

OWNER: STAFFORD COUNTY PURCHASING OFFICE P: (540)658-8614 F: (540)658-5370 STAFFORD COUNTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, STAFFORD, VA 22554

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 3/24/2020 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: MANDATORY SITE VISIT -O3/30/20 AND 03/31/20.CALL (540) 658-8610 OR EMAIL Procurement@StaffordCountyVA.gov TO SCHEDULE A SITE VISIT

==== Wednesday, May 20, 2020 ====

** LYNCHBURG, VA ** Due: 5/20/2020 03:00 PM. Bin(s): RK40

** JOB: #2020-052 STATE OF GOOD REPAIR PAVING 2020 **

SCAPE: THIS IS A STATE FUNDED PROJECT WHICH INCLUDES MILLING & PAVING, PATCHING/RESURFACING, RESTRIPING AND CURB & GUTTER REPLACEMENT AND OTHER PAVING RELATED ACTIVITIES ON BOTH BOONSBORO ROAD/RIVERMONT AVENUE AND MEMORIAL AVENUE

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/29/2020 11:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: THE PRE-BID IS VIRTUAL. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED N ATTENDING PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS TO MMELISSA TILLMAN AT melissa.tillman@lynchburgva.gov OR CALL (434) 455-4228 PRIOR TO THE MEETING DATE DIRECT QUESTIONS IN WRITING TO MELISSA TILLMAN AT SAME EMAIL.

==== Thursday, May 21, 2020 ====

** CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA ** Due: 5/21/2020 02:00 PM.

** JOB: CONSTRUCT TAXIWAY A4 AND DEMOLISH TAXIWAY E - CHARLOTTESVILLE-ALBEMARLE AIRPORT **

ARCHITECTS: DELTA AIRPORT CONSULTANTS P: (804)275-8301 F: (804)275-8371 9711 FARRAR COURT, RICHMOND, VA 23236

OWNER: CHARLOTTESVILLE-ALBEMARLE AIRPORT AUTHORITY 100 BOWEN LOOP SUITE 100, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22911

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/27/2020 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS MAY BE PURCHASED FROMM DELAT AIRPORT CONSULTANTS www.deltaairport.com THE PRE-BID IS VIRTUAL
** PETERSBURG, VA **  Due: 5/21/2020 02:30 PM.  Bin(s): RK10  Addendum(s): #1, #2, #3

**JOB: #20-0021 BRIDGE REPLACEMENT - ST ANDREW STREET OVER LIEUTENANT RUN**

**SCOPE:** The project involves removal and replacement of a bridge on an urban minor collector over a lieutenant run. The existing bridge is classified as structurally deficient and was previously rated for only 3 tons. The bridge has been closed to vehicular traffic. Removal of a portion of the existing bridge superstructure (26' long X 34' wide) is required. The existing bridge abutments and wingwalls and existing concrete channel below the bridge are to remain in place. The proposed bridge will be placed beyond the limits of the existing abutments.

**ENGINEERS:** TIMMONS GROUP 208 GOLDEN OAK COURT, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23452

**OWNER:** PETERSBURG CITY PURCHASING OFFICE P: (804)733-2345 F: (804)733-2434 CITY HALL ANNEX, PETERSBURG, VA 23803

**PRE-BID INFORMATION:** 4/21/2020 09:30 AM -- Mandatory

**OTHER INFORMATION:** Direct questions in writing to the budget and procurement office by 05/05/20 at 12:00 PM (noon), purchasing@petersburg-va.org

Mandatory pre-bid conference will be conducted electronically. Dial: 1-425-436-6382; Access code: 705287

** PULASKI, VA **  Due: 5/21/2020 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK2

**JOB: RIVERLAWN COURT LAWN TRAIL**

**SCOPE:** The project is generally described as the construction of the Pulaski County Riverlawn Court trail project to include approximately 4,100 LF of gravel trail from the Riverlawn Community down to the New River, including storm sewer, fence railing and gablon walls.

**ENGINEERS:** HURT AND PROFFIT P: (540)552-5592 1880 PRATT DRIVE SUITE 1100, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060

**OWNER:** PULASKI COUNTY, COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR P: (540)980-7705 F: (540)980-7717 143 THIRD STREET, NW, PULASKI, VA 24301

**PRE-BID INFORMATION:** 4/30/2020 10:00 AM

**SALEM, VA **  Due: 5/21/2020 03:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK7

**JOB: 32020-026 WESTERN VIRGINIA WATER AUTHORITY (WWA) WPCP ELECTRICAL UPGRADES**

**SCOPE:** The project is generally described as: provide equipment and cable in accordance with invitation to bid #2020-026

**OWNER:** WESTERN VIRGINIA WATER AUTHORITY ENGINEERING SERVICES, ROANOKE, VA 24014

**OWNER:** SALEM CITY PURCHASING OFFICE P: (540)375-3063 F: (540)375-4057 P O BOX 869, SALEM, VA 24153

**OTHER INFORMATION:** Bid documents may be obtained from Kari Sutphin, Buyer, City of Salem Purchasing Department (540) 375-3063 OR BY EMAIL klsutphin@salemva.gov

**** Friday, May 22, 2020 ****

** CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA **  Due: 5/22/2020 02:00 PM.

**JOB: ADJUST RUNWAY 3 MALSR - CHARLOTTESVILLE-ALBEMARLE AIRPORT**

**ARCHITECTS:** DELTA AIRPORT CONSULTANTS, INC. P: (704)521-9101 F: (704)521-9109 1338 HUNDRED OAKS DRIVE, CHARLOTTE, NC 28217

**OWNER:** CHARLOTTESVILLE-ALBEMARLE AIRPORT AUTHORITY 100 BOWEN LOOP SUITE 100, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22911

**PRE-BID INFORMATION:** 4/21/2020 10:00 AM

**OTHER INFORMATION:** The pre-bid meeting will be a virtual meeting. Instructions on how to attend are in the project manual.

**** Tuesday, May 26, 2020 ****

** BEDFORD, VA **  Due: 5/26/2020 12:00 PM.

**JOB: HYLTON SITE SANITARY LANDFILL**

**SCOPE:** The project is generally described as the construction of the 9 acre closure activities. The work includes, but is not limited to, side slope grading to achieve permit grades; supply and coordination with a geosynthetics installer for geomembrane and geonet composite installation; construction of an anchor trench, supply and placement of protective cover; supply and placement of a topsoil layer. Temporary and permanent seeding, fertilization, and mulch and/or erosion control matting; slope drain pipe and inlet supply and installation; stormwater ditch grading and installation of permanent drainage structures; and installation, maintenance, and removal of erosion and sediment control measures during and after construction.

**ENGINEERS:** GOLDER ASSOCIATES, INC. P: (804)358-7900 F: (804)358-2900 3719 SAUNDERS AVENUE, RICHMOND, VA 23227

**PRE-BID INFORMATION:** 5/5/2020 10:00 AM

**OTHER INFORMATION:** Pre-bid conference will be held via Skype for business. The link is included in the project manual.
** MARTINSVILLE, VA ** Due: 5/26/2020 02:00 PM.

** JOB: #260-A9260-079 PATRICK HENRY COMMUNITY COLLEGE – WALKER HALL ENTRY LIGHTING **

** SCOPE:** THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS AS REMOVAL OF 16 EXISTING BOLLARD LIGHTS AND REPLACEMENT WITH 6 POLE MOUNTED LIGHTING FIXTURES ALONG SIDEWALK AT THE MAIN ENTRANCE TO WALKER HALL; AND RESTORATION OF DISTURBED SITE AREA.

** OWNER:** VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM P: (804)225-2125 F: (804)692-0520 FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SERVICES, 16TH FLOOR, RICHMOND, VA 23219

** OWNER:** PATRICK HENRY COMMUNITY COLLEGE P: (276)656-0216 F: (276)656-0320 P O BOX 5311, MARTINSVILLE, VA 24115

** PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/12/2020 10:00 AM **

** OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM TRASCO, 128 KIRK AVENUE, SW, ROANOKE, VA 24011; PHONE: (540) 345-1533, https://www.strutscoplanroom.com **

====¼ Wednesday, May 27, 2020 ====¼

** RICHMOND, VA ** Due: 5/27/2020 10:00 AM. Bin(s): RK1

** JOB: #200008974 FY 20 CITYWID SIDEWALK IMPROVEMENTS PACKAGE #3 **

** SCOPE:** THE PROJECT INCLUDES BUT MAY NOT BE LIMITED TO: MOBILIZATION, MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC,(VEHICULAR AND PEDESTRIAN), STREET CLOSURES, SIDEWALK CONSTRUCTION, SIDEWALK AND CURB DEMOLITION AND REPLACEMENT, HANDICAP RAMP INSTALLATION, PAVEMENT PAVING, TREE PRUNING, TREE REMOVAL; STUMP REMOVAL; ADJUSTING UTILITY CASTINGS, ADJUSTING / REPLACING DRAINAGE BASINS, AND ALL OTHER WORK NECESSARY TO REPAIR EXISTING SIDEWALKS. THE SIDEWALK IMPROVEMENTS / REPAIRS WILL IMPROVE PEDESTRIAN ACCESS AND SAFETY

** OWNER:** RICHMOND PURCHASING SERVICES P: (804)646-5722 F: (804)646-5989 900 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219

** OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: LAWRENCE HALL, SENIOR PROCUREMENT ANALYST, PHONE: (804) 646-5796; FAX: (804) 646-5989; OR EMAIL Lawrence.Hall@richmondgov.com **

** STATEWIDE, VA ** Due: 5/27/2020 10:00 AM.

** JOB: MAY 2020 HIGHWAY LETTING **

** JOB B81 – RICHMOND CITY – RICHMOND DISTRICT – ROUTE I-95. VALUE: $1,979,000. SMART SCALE – ROUNDBOOTH CONSTRUCTION. NO PROJECT SHOWING. **

** JOB C10 – WYTHE COUNTY – SALEM DISTRICT – ROUTE I-77. VALUE $16,999,000. SGR – BRIDGE REPLACEMENT OVER COVE CREEK. NO PROJECT SHOWING. **

** JOB C30 – FRANKLIN COUNTY – SALEM DISTRICT – VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $5,008,000. ON-CALL BRIDGE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE. NO PROJECT SHOWING. **

** JOB C39 (CII) PRINCE GEORGE COUNTY – RICHMOND DISTRICT – ROUTE 156. VALUE: $5,949,000. REPLACE WIRE ROPES AND CLUTCH ON BENJAMIN HARRISON BRIDGE. NO PROJECT SHOWING. **

** JOB C54 POWHATAN COUNTY – RICHMOND DISTRICT – ROUTE 684. VALUE: $2,974,000. BRIDGE REPLACEMENT OVER DEEP CREEK. NO PROJECT SHOWING. **

** JOB C56 – CHESTERFIELD COUNTY – RICHMOND DISTRICT – VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $1,231,000. ON-CALL MASH GUARDRAIL IMPROVEMENTS. NO PROJECT SHOWING. **

** JOB C63 – SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY – FREDERICKSBURG DISTRICT – VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $2,200,000. SGR* CULVERT REPLACEMENT. NO PROJECT SHOWING. **

** JOB C68 – TAZEWELL COUNTY – BRISTOL DISTRICT – ROUTE 19. VALUE: $3,453,000. SGR SUPERSTRUCTURE REPLACEMENT OVER NSRR & WRIGHTS VALLEY. NO PROJECT SHOWING. **

** JOB C76 – YORK COUNTY – HAMPTON ROADS DISTRICT – ROUTE 664. VALUE: $1,813,000. MONITOR MERRIMAC MEMORIAL BRIDGE TUNNEL PAVING. NO PROJECT SHOWING. **

** JOB C77 – FAIRFAX – NORTHERN VIRGINIA DISTRICT – ROUTE 495. VALUE: $4,674,000. ON-CALL BRIDGE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE. NO PROJECT SHOWING. **

** JOB C86 – BOTETOURT COUNTY – SALEM DISTRICT – VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $2,300,000. HIGH FRICTION SURFACE TREATMENT AND CONCRETE BRIDGE REPAIR. NO PROJECT SHOWING. **

====¼ Thursday, May 28, 2020 ====¼

** DUBLIN, VA ** Due: 5/28/2020 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK102

** JOB: LANDFILL BASE LINER MATERIALS AND LANDFILL CLOSURE CAP MATERIALS **

** SCOPE:** LANDFILL BASE LINER MATERIALS TO INCLUDE GEOMEMBRANE AND GEOTEXTILE AND REINFORCED LANDFILL RAIN COVER TO LINE AN AREA OF APPROXIMATELY 16.50 ACRES; LANDFILL CLOSURE CAP MATERIALS TO INCLUDE GEOTEXILE, GEOMEMBRANE, AND GEOCOMPOSITE TO CAP AN AREA OF APPROXIMATELY 7.2 ACRES

** ARCHITECTS:** THOMPSON AND LITTON, INC. P: (276)328-2161 F: (276)328-1738 P O BOX 1307, WISE, VA 24293

** OWNER:** NEW RIVER RESOURCE AUTHORITY P: (540)674-1476 P O BOX 1246, RADFORD, VA 24141

** QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS BID PACKAGE SHALL BE SENT TO ANDREW MONK, a monk@t-l.com **
** LYNCHBURG, VA **  Due: 5/28/2020 03:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK169

** JOB: #2020-050  2020 MUNICIPAL CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT **

** SCOPE:** THE WORK FOR THIS TERM CONTRACT INCLUDES: NORMAL MUNICIPAL CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS, SUCH AS SUBDIVISION DEVELOPMENT AND THE INSTALLATION OF CONSTRUCTION OF CURBS AND GUTTERS, SIDEWALKS, RETAINING WALLS, MISCELLANEOUS CONCRETE WORK, GRADING, PAVING, SEWER, WATER LINES, STORMWATER, AND OTHER INFRASTRUCTURE RELATED PROJECTS.

** OWNER:** CITY OF LYNCHBURG, OFFICE OF BUDGET & PROCUREMENT P: (434)455-3970 F: (434)845-0711 CITY HALL, LYNCHBURG, VA 24505

** PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/14/2020 10:00 AM **

** OTHER INFORMATION:** ALL REQUESTS FOR CLARIFICATION OF OR QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ADVERTISEMENT MUST BE MADE IN WRITING TO: MELISSA TILLMAN, PROCUREMENT DIVISION. FAX: (434) 845-0711 OR EMAIL melissa.tillman@lynchburg.gov BY 1:00 PM ON 5/20/20.

** PULASKI CO, VA **  Due: 5/28/2020 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK74

** JOB: MORGAN'S CUT WATER TANK - PAINTING AND REFURBISHMENT **

** SCOPE:** THE TANK IS A 500,000 GALLON WELDED STEEL TANK, ERECTED IN 1976, 32.5 FEET IN DIAMETER, 80 FEET TO THE OVERFLOW AND LOCATED AT 7047 LEE HIGHWAY, FAIRLAWN, VIRGINIA 24141

** ENGINEERS:** AECOM P: (540)857-3100 F: (540)857-3180 P O BOX 13446, ROANOKE, VA 24034

** OWNER:** PULASKI COUNTY PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY 143 THIRD STREET NW, SUITE 1, PULASKI, VA 24301

** PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/13/2020 10:00 AM **

** OTHER INFORMATION:** PARTIES INTERESTED IN ATTENDING THE PRE-BID CONFERENCE ARE ASKED TO CONTACT JEFF MCMINNIS AT jeffrey.mcinnis@aecom.com OR AT (540) 598-4004

** RICHMOND, VA **  Due: 5/28/2020 10:00 AM.  Bin(s): RK34

** JOB: #20-2367 ARFF TRAINING PAD **

** SCOPE:** THE PROJECT INVOLVES THE CONSTRUCTION OF AN ASPHALT CONCRETE PAD AND STORMWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM FOR USE BY THE ARFF. THE SCOPE INCLUDES CONSTRUCTION OF NEW PAVEMENT, PAVEMENT STRIPING, CURB AND GUTTER AN UNDERGROUND STORMWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM, AND STORMWATER OUTFALL

** OWNER:** RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY P: (804)226-3061 F: (804)226-3012 CAPITAL REGIONAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY, RICHMOND, VA 23250

** PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/5/2020 02:00 PM **

** OTHER INFORMATION:** PRE-BID VIA GOTOMEETING - https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/203203781 YOU CAN ALSO DIAL IN USING YOUR PHONE
+1 (786) 535-3211 FOR A SITE VISIT SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT VIA EMAIL procurement@flyrichmond.com

===== Monday, June 1, 2020 =====

** BRIDGEWATER, VA **  Due: 6/1/2020 02:30 PM.  Bin(s): RK46

** JOB: #22-HAMMER RIVERWALK, PHASE I **

** SCOPE:** THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE CONSTRUCTION OF A MULTI-USE PATH FROM BRIDGEVIEW PARK TO EDGEBRIAR PARK, RUNNING ALONG NORTH RIVER AND PASSING UNDER THE MAIN STREET BRIDGE

** ENGINEERS:** A MORTON THOMAS AND ASSOCIATES, INC. P: (804)276-6231 F: (804)276-6233 100 GATEWAY CENTER PARKWAY STE 200, RICHMOND, VA 23235

** OWNER:** TOWN OF BRIDGEWATER, TOWN OFFICES P: (540)828-3390 F: (540)828-2488 COMMUNITY CENTER, P O BOX 72, BRIDGEWATER, VA 22812

** PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/8/2020 02:30 PM **

** OTHER INFORMATION:** THE PRE-BID MEETING WILL BE HELD ELECTRONICALLY - LOG ONTO https://zoom.us/j/788750089 AT THE APPOINTED TIME. PASSWORD IS 22 QUESTIONS WILL BE RECEIVED UNTIL 4:00 PM ON 5/15/20

===== Tuesday, June 2, 2020 =====

** HARRISONBURG, VA **  Due: 5/28/2020 03:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK71

** JOB: #2020021-PU-B SHENANDOAH RAW WATER LINE PROJECT - THREE SPRINGS ROAD TO LONGLEY ROAD (PROJECT #256.1B) **

** SCOPE:** THE PROJECTCONSISTS OF CONSTRUCTION APPROXIMATELY 15,420 LF OF 24" DUCTILE IRON RAW WATERLINE

** ARCHITECTS:** WILEY AND WILSON RICHMOND P: (804)254-7242 F: (804)254-7257 6606 W BROAD STREET SUITE 500, RICHMOND, VA 23230

** OWNER:** CITY OF HARRISONBURG, FINANCE DEPARTMENT P: (540)434-1713 F: (540)434-0634 345 SOUTH MAIN STREET, HARRISONBURG, VA 22801

** PRE-BID INFORMATION: 5/7/2020 10:00 AM **

** OTHER INFORMATION:** LAST DAY FOR QUESTIONS IS 5/22/20 AT 12:00 PM (NOON)

** CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR:** MIKE COLLINS, DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

===== Wednesday, June 3, 2020 =====

** LYNCHBURG, VA **  Due: 6/3/2020 03:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK100

** JOB: #2020-049 REHABILITATE MIDFIELD APRON - REHABILITATE TAXIWAY G - LYNCHBURG REGIONAL AIRPORT **

** OWNER:** CITY OF LYNCHBURG, OFFICE OF BUDGET & PROCUREMENT P: (434)455-3970 F: (434)845-0711 CITY HALL, LYNCHBURG, VA 24505

** PRE-BID INFORMATION: 4/30/2020 01:00 PM **

** OTHER INFORMATION:** THE PRE-BID MEETING WILL BE VIRTUAL. INSTRUCTIONS FOR ATTENDING ARE INCLUDED IN THE PRE-BID MEETING SECTION OF THE MANUAL.

** DIRECT QUESTIONS TO: MELISSA TILLMAN PHONE: (434) 455-4228 ; FAX: (434) 845-0711 OR EMAIL Melissa.tillman@lynchburgva.gov
Section 3: Bid Results and Preplanning Information

Apparent Low Bidders

RICHMOND, VA - 200014122  CITYWIDE SGR 2" MILL AND PAVING PROJECT. Bid: 4/22/2020
1) LEE-HY PAVING - Phone: (804)364-3015 Fax: (804)364-3073  -  $806,523.26
2) DEVCON - Phone: (804)972-3244  -  $824,954.09
3) COLONY CONSTRUCTION, INC. - Phone: (804)598-1400 Fax: (804)598-1700  -  $833,077.97
4) ALLAN MYERS - Phone: (804)290-8506  -  $986,777.06

Awards

PENNINGTON GAP, Va - STATE ROUTE 641 AND 932 WATERLINE REPLACEMENT PROJECT - PHASE II. Bid: 2/27/2020
BOYDS CONST & EXCAVATION CO  Phone: (276)835-8805  Fax: (276)835-8805 - Bid: $146,460.00

WYTHER CO, Va - RICKEY ROAD WATERLINE EXTENSION. Bid: 3/24/2020
MEADE CONTRACTING COMPANY  Phone: (540)980-4480  Fax: (540)980-4480 - Bid: $120,000.00
Architectural / Engineering and Special Requests for Proposals

MANASSAS, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 5/5/2020 2:30:00 PM

JOB: ARCHITECTURAL, ENGINEERING, AND PLANNING CONSULTANT SERVICES - MANASSAS REGIONAL AIRPORT

DESCRIPTION: THIS IS A ONE YEAR CONTRACT WITH THE OPTION FOR 4 ADDITIONAL ONE YEAR RENEWALS. THE WORK CONSISTS OF CREATING AND PROVIDING THE CITY PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR VARIOUS AIRPORT PROJECTS. THE SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED INCLUDE AIRPORT/AVIATION PLANNING, AIRPORT DESIGN, AIRSPACE ANALYSIS, ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES AND PROJECT ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT. THE CITY MAY AWARD MULTIPLE CONTRACTS. THE MASTER PLAN CAN BE AWARDED TO ANY COMPANY THAT HAS EXPERIENCE IN CREATION OF AIRPORT MASTER PLANS AS IT DOES NOT HAVE TO BE AN ENGINEERING FIRM. THE PROJECTS UNDER CONSIDERATION INCLUDE: RUNWAY 16L/34 REHABILITATION (DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION) TAXIWAY BRAVO REHABILITATION & WIDENING (DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION), TAXILANE ZULU WIDENING AND DRAINAGE (DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION), EAST APRON REHABILITATION (DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION), MASTER PLAN UPDATE, NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWER (DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION).

OWNER: CITY OF MANASSAS, PURCHASING DIVISION, 8500 PUBLIC WORKS DRIVE, MANASSAS, VIRGINIA 20110

OTHER INFORMATION: PURCHASING AGEND: GINGER GORDON, CPPB, (703) 257-8327; ggordon@manassasva.gov

SALEM, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 5/6/2020 3:00:00 PM

JOB: #2020-025 SPECIALIZED TANK - PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

DESCRIPTION: THE CITY WATER DEPARTMENT DESIRES TO HAVE A QUALIFIED EXPERIENCED ENGINEERING FIRM TO HELP THE CITY MAINTAIN ITS WATER STORAGE TANKS. SERVICES COULD INCLUDE INSPECTION, DEMOLITION, CLEANING, DESIGNING, BIDDING, PROVIDING CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION AND INSPECTION SERVICES FOR OVERSEEING TANK PAINTING, ADDRESSING MOUNTING OF APPURTENANCES TO TANKS AND OTHER ISSUES RELATING TO MAINTAINING THE CITY'S EXISTING WATER STORAGE TANKS.

OWNER: CITY OF SALEM PURCHASING DEPARTMENT, ATTENTION KARI SUTPHIN, 114 NORTH BROAD STREET, SALEM, VA 24153

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM KARI SUTPHIN klsutphin@salemva.gov

ALL INFORMATION AND CLARIFICATION INQUIRIES MUST BE SUBMITTED IN WRITING TO KARI SUTPHIN, BUYER BY 5:00 PM ON 4/22/20. PHONE: (540) 375-3063, OR FAX: (540) 375-4057

THERE IS AN ADDENDUM #1 FOR THIS PROJECT

BOTETOURT COUNTY, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 5/11/2020 2:00:00 PM

JOB: REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS IFB # 20-22756 CIRCUIT COURT DESIGN PLAN

DESCRIPTION: PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE CIRCUIT COURT FACILITIES CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PLAN TO ADDRESS SPACE NEEDS. THE COUNTY DESIRES ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES NECESSARY FOR THE PROGRAMING AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF A RENOVATED OR RECONSTRUCTED CIRCUIT COURTHOUSE AND SITE TO ADDRESS ISSUES OF FUNCTIONALITY, SECURITY, ( AND SPACE FOR THE CIRCUIT COURT AND ASSOCIATED SUPPORT FUNCTIONS), SHEFFI'S OFFICE COURT SECURITY, COURT SERVICES UNIT, COMMONWEALTH ATTORNEY, AND REGISTRAR'S OFFICE.

OWNER: BOTEOURT COUNTY PURCHASING OFFICE, 57 S CENTER DRIVE, SUITE 200, DAEVILLE, VIRGINIA

OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE - CALL THE PURCHASING OFFICE (540) 928-2106

FRONT ROYAL, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 5/14/2020 2:00:00 PM

JOB: RFP #03-2020 GENERAL CIVIL ENGINEERING SERVICES

DESCRIPTION: THE PROPOSAL IS FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES ON AN ON-CALL BASIS TO PROVIDE SERVICES TO INCLUDE, BUT NOT BE LIMITED TO, SURVEYING, PLATS AND DEEDS, REAL ESTATE ACQUISITION SUPPORT, DESIGN AND MODIFICATION OF URBAN AND SUBURBAN ROADWAYS, MULTI-PURPOSE TRAILS AND SIDEWALKS, WATER MAINS, STORM AND SANITARY SEWER COLLECTION SYSTEMS, STREETSCAPE, UTILITIES, LOCATION OF DUCT BANKS (FOR UTILITY UNDERGROUNDING), AND TRAFFIC SIGNALS. TASKS MAY ALSO INCLUDE ANNUAL SITE PLAN REVIEW, SITE CONSTRUCTION INSPECTIONS, SMALL SCALE ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, LAND MANAGEMENT DOCUMENTATION INCLUDING PLAT AND TITLE PREPARATION, RIGHT-OF-WAY AND EASEMENT ACQUISITIONS, AND OTHER RELATED ENGINEERING SERVICES.

OWNER: TOWN OF FRONT ROYAL PURCHASING OFFICE, P O BOX 1560. FRONT ROYAL, VIRGINIA 22630

ATTENTION ALISA SCOTT, PURCHASING AGENT

ALTAVISTA, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 5/15/2020 4:00:00 PM

JOB: BOOKER BUILDING ADAPTIVE REUSE / REHABILITATION

DESCRIPTION: THE PROPOSALS SHOULD PROVIDE A DESIRABLE MARKET DRIVEN USE THAT WILL ENSURE CONSISTENCY WITH THE SURROUNDING NEIGHBORHOOD USE AND CHARACTER. SCHEMATIC FLOOR PLANS SHALL BE SUBMITTED WITH PROPOSAL TO ILLUSTRATE THE DEVELOPER'S INTENT FOR LAYOUT AND USE OF THE BUILDING. THE ANTICIPATED LOCATION OF UTILITIES AND HVAC EQUIPMENT SHALL BE NOTED FOR CLARIFICATION. ANY EXTERIOR ALTERATIONS SHALL BE NOTED. A SCHEMATIC SITE PLAN FOR SITE IMPROVEMENTS, PARKING, FENCING AND PROPOSED OUTDOOR SPACES OR LANDSCAPED AREAS SHALL BE PROVIDED. THE BUILDING WAS CONSTRUCTED IN 1908 AND IS 4,900 SF. PREVIOUS SUGGESTIONS FOR USE INCLUDE EVENT CENTER AND RENTAL, BREWERY OR TASTING ROOM, RESTAURANT, PARKS AND RECREATION PROGRAMMING, AND A FARMERS MARKET.

OWNER: TOWN OF ALTAVISTA, Waverly COGGSDALE, III, TOWN MANAGER, P O BOX 420, ALVISTA, VA 24517

OTHER INFORMATION: PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE AND WALK THROUGH IS SCHEDULED FOR 3/17/20 AT 10:00 AM.

DEADLINE FOR QUESTIONS IS 3/27/20 AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS DAY.
SALEM, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 5/18/2020 12:00:00 PM

**JOB: ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR SALEM CITY SCHOOLS**

**DESCRIPTION:** The proposal is to provide on-going professional architectural and engineering services for the following types of projects: on-going roof replacement projects; classroom renovations for sections of classrooms; HVAC equipment and controls upgrades or boiler replacements; concept plans for future renovations; energy studies or evaluation, as requested; building studies, if requested; possible related design work from any building projects which would be initiated; ad hoc building construction or major maintenance technical advice or design and bidding services. Examples of recent projects include new boilers, elementary classroom renovations, parking lot and bus area updates, storefront entrances, welding shop renovation, autobody paint booth replacement, locker room renovation, special education kitchenette renovation, masonry repair consultation, roof replacements and similar major maintenance types of projects.

**OWNER:** MANDY C HALL, DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS, CITY OF SALEM SCHOOLS, 510 SOUTH COLLEGE AVENUE, SALEM, VIRGINIA, 24513

**OTHER INFORMATION:** DIRECT INQUIRIES TO MANDY C HALL, DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS, CITY OF SALEM SCHOOLS (540) 389-0130

---

LEE COUNTY, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 5/19/2020 2:00:00 PM

**JOB: PROFESSIONAL AIRPORT ENGINEERING SERVICES**

**DESCRIPTION:** Seeking qualified aviation consultants for engineering and planning services at the Lee County Airport, Jonesville, Virginia. The projects may include, but are not limited to, airport planning, environmental analyses, grading, drainage, and paving of airfield and roadway pavements, hangers NAVAIDS airfield lighting and other airport maintenance and development projects. The engineer must be qualified and capable to provide airport planning, design, bidding, construction administration and resident project representative services. The proposed length of services will be for 3 years with two additional one year renewal periods.

**OWNER:** Lee County

**OTHER INFORMATION:** CONTACT: JERRICA ELDREDGE-CARTER, PURCHASING CLERK (276) 346-7714
BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE COUNTY WEBSITE: www.leecova.org

---

BOTETOURT COUNTY, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 5/21/2020 2:00:00 PM

**JOB: RFP #20-22754 GENERAL SURVEYING, ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES, OPEN-END**

**DESCRIPTION:** These are "ON-CALL" open-ended contracts. The county will select one or more firms from the varied disciplines to provide services requested using competitive negotiation procedures and will enter into a one-year term contract with up to four optional one-year renewals with the selected firm(s)

**OWNER:** Botetourt County Purchasing Office, 57 S Center Drive, Suite 200, Daleville, Virginia 24083

**OTHER INFORMATION:** COPIES OF THE PROPOSAL PACKAGE MAY BE OBTAINED BY CALLING (540) 928-2106
SUSAN TINCHER PURCHASING MANAGER

---

DANVILLE, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 6/1/2020 5:00:00 PM

**JOB: RFP 19-20-104 CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW OR RENOVATION OF AN EXISTING STRUCTURE TO LEASE TO THE CITY OF DANVILLE, VA WITH AN OPTION TO PURCHASE TO SERVE AS A NEW POLICE FACILITY**

**DESCRIPTION:** The proposer should provide pre-design, schematic design, design development, construction documentation to the city.

**OWNER:** City of Danville Police Department, P O Box 3300, Danville, Virginia 24541

**OTHER INFORMATION:** PROJECT MANAGER: LT. COL. DEAN HAIRSTON, (434) 799-6515 OR EMAIL hairsrd@danvilleva.gov